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Abstract

Abstract

The process of urbanization dramatically alters the landscape which can have negative effects on
the environment, and thereby, places the inhabitants and the city itself at risk. The development of
an urban heat island can have severe health implications for city inhabitants during prolonged heat
waves. Urbanisation also alters hydrological processes, which can place urban areas at a greater
threat of surface flooding during heavy rainfall. As cities are continuing to expand, and as climate
change proceeds, these problems are only likely to be exacerbated and there is a need to find ways
to reduce these negative effects.
This thesis builds upon previous modelling work on the effect of greenspace on the climate and
hydrology of Manchester, U.K. The aims were to test the predictions of this model by investigating
the effect of trees and grass in reducing surface temperatures and rainfall runoff, and further
investigate their effects on air and globe temperatures. Surface, globe, and air temperatures were
measured on grass and concrete areas in full sun and tree shade, both under large tree canopies,
and below those of a range of street tree species. The rainfall runoff from experimental plots
covered in asphalt, asphalt plus a tree and grass, was also investigated.
Grass reduced surface temperatures in full sun by up to 24°C, in good agreement with previous
models, but permanent tree shade reduced concrete temperatures by almost as much, up to 19°C.
Tree shade also reduced globe temperatures by up to 7°C, a reduction which can improve human
comfort on hot day. These results indicate that both forms of vegetation will act regionally, reducing
the urban heat island effect, but that trees can dramatically improve the local environmental
conditions. Street trees reduced surface and globe temperatures by rather less, 12°C and 4°C
respectively, though trees with a higher leaf area index provided greater cooling. Because of
advection neither trees nor small areas of grass had an effect on local air temperatures.
Grass was most effective vegetation type at preventing rainfall runoff, reducing runoff coefficients of
the plots from around 60% on asphalt to near zero. However, tree units also reduced the runoff
coefficient to around 25%, despite having a canopy that covered only a small proportion of the plot,
suggesting that much of the rainfall must have infiltrated into the planting hole. These reductions
are higher than predicted by previous modelling, highlighting the importance of greenspace on the
hydrology of the urban environment.
The results suggest that trees and grass provide complementary environmental benefits in cities,
and that the benefits of trees strongly depend on species and planting conditions.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1

Urban population growth

During 2011 the global human population reached over 6.9 billion and since 2008 more than half of
the global population live in urbanized areas (United Nations 2006). This growth towards urban
living has largely been a result of human migration away from a rural existence and by changing
former rural areas into urban areas (United-Nations, 2006). While migration still impacts upon urban
growth, ‘natural’ growth is playing a greater role in urban expansion as the number of births
outweigh the number of deaths in urban localities. As a result urban populations are growing at an
increasing rate while rural populations are steadily declining (United Nations 2006).

It is estimated that the over the next four decades all of the world’s population growth will occur in
urban areas and over 60 percent of the global population will reside in urban areas, which as a
th
result will grow larger (United-Nations, 2006). At the midpoint of the 20 century only two

megacities (over ten million inhabitants) existed; by 2011 the number of megacities had increased
to twenty-one (United-Nations, 2006). The construction of these megacities has obviously altered
the landscape dramatically as they have been designed and engineered to sustain a comfortable
modern living style as opposed to the former rural lifestyle. Housing densities have increased,
efficient transport routes have been constructed and industrial and commerce districts have all been
created to meet the demands of the inhabitants of these new megacities. However, these
alterations have not only affected conditions within urban areas, but they have inadvertently
affected the large scale natural solar and hydrological processes (Oke, 1978; Douglas, 1983).
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1.2

Inadvertent climate modification

The process of urbanization dramatically alters the environment from its former “natural” vegetated
state into an environment that is characterised by large areas of engineered surfaces. These
surfaces respond differently to received solar radiation and climatic conditions can be changed as a
result (Kuttler, 2008). The extent to which conditions are altered is largely dependent upon the
location, size and construction of an urban area, but with most of the world’s population now living
in large urban areas, it is hardly surprising that they exhibit some of the clearest forms of
inadvertent climate modification (Oke, 1978). Modifications made to the environment to sustain
urban growth have now become so large that urban areas can develop their own urban climate,
which differs significantly from those of the surrounding rural area (Oke, 1978; Kuttler, 2008). The
difference is evidenced in urban areas by increased air and surface temperatures, by altered
radiation balances, by lower humidity and by accumulations of pollutants caused by restricted
atmospheric change (Kuttler, 2008). These combined changes all significantly alter the climatic
conditions, not only at the local scale, but also at the much larger or regional scale (Kuttler, 2008).
These large scale changes are a product of several factors but the major driving factors are the
development of a stronger 3-D structure, release of gaseous, solid and liquid atmospheric
pollutants, waste heat, replacement of natural surfaces by sealed surfaces such as asphalt and
concrete, a reduction in the amount of area covered by vegetation and a reduction of long-wave
radiant emission from the street surface by street canyons (Kuttler, 2008). These factors lead to
poor environmental conditions and can make the urban environment an uncomfortable place to
inhabit.

The release of pollutants by vehicles, buildings and industries all impact upon the environment
within cites and can pose a serious threat to the health of the inhabitants (Douglas, 1983). The
increased three dimensional nature of cities increases this risk as wind speeds are reduced, or
increased by buildings; built structures slow and channel air flow through the city and this air can
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contain a high level of pollutants. Further to this, unwanted heat produced by heating and cooling
systems can be emitted from buildings and the lower air flow can restrict the dissipation of heat
resulting in uncomfortable thermal conditions (Endlicher et al., 2008). In addition to the
anthropomorphic heat, solar radiation can be reflected downwards into urban canyons, heating the
base of the canyon, while tall buildings restrict the emission of long-wave radiation resulting in
temperatures increasing within urban canyons (Douglas, 1983; Endlicher et al., 2008).

Vegetation helps to reduce the radiation absorbed by an area, but the urban environment is
characteristically low in vegetative cover and this benefit is lost. The low level of vegetative cover
also affects the hydrology of an urban area as received precipitation no longer infiltrates the surface
but flows across sealed surfaces (Paul and Meyer, 2008), increasing demand upon drainage
systems; in high rainfall events surface water runoff can overwhelm drainage systems leading to an
increase risk of flooding (Paul and Meyer, 2008).

Inadvertent environmental modification by cities is so large that atmospheric conditions are not only
affected within the boundaries of a city but they can also be altered many miles into the rural
surroundings (Oke, 1978). As air flows from the countryside into a city it meets a new set of
boundary conditions, created by urban modification, and during calm and clear conditions an urban
boundary layer is created (Figure 1.1) (Oke, 1978; Kuttler, 2008). This urban boundary layer can
develop up to several hundred meters in thickness, altering conditions, especially on the leeward
edge of an urban area, where due to the increased heat and particle emissions from the urban
area, a higher level of precipitation may occur (Kuttler, 2008).
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Figure 1.1 - Representation of the atmospheric modifications created by urban development
(Oke, 1978).

The extent to which the downwind climatic conditions are affected depends upon the size and
construction of an urban area and the atmospheric conditions (Oke, 1978). However, large urban
areas are more likely to create high intensity effects as larger cities produce more heat through the
altered radiant balance and anthropogenic heat production, and thus have a greater drive upon
thermally generated heat flows (Oke, 1978). As urban modification can have an influence at such a
large scale it is important to not only understand the effect of urban heat upon these systems, but to
also understand the conditions within the urban centres.

1.3

The urban heat island effect

The Urban Heat Island (UHI) is defined by the difference between the air temperature in a city and
the rural surroundings (Kuttler, 2008). Typically, the air temperature difference is most intense in the
central high density areas of a city; gradually reducing outwards towards the rural surroundings
(Oke, 1978) (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2 – Representation of the effect that urban development has upon local canopy
layer air temperatures (Modified from Oke, 1978).

However, heat islands can occur at many levels and are a result of the factors found at many
locations in the urban area (Kuttler, 2008). At the meso-scale the increased temperatures of the
urban boundary layer heat island are largely a result of the general urban surface and heat transfer
from the urban canopy layer below (Figure 1.2), along with an increased absorption of radiation by
atmospheric pollutants resulting in thermal emission (Kuttler, 2008). The urban canopy layer heat
island is a more local scale effect, occurring between the surface and the mean roof height (Kuttler,
2008), and is a result of several factors including the emissions of anthropogenic heat from
buildings, increased albedo to shortwave radiation, reduced net long-wave radiation loss, increased
daytime heat storage, an increase sensible heat flux due to vegetation removal and reduced wind
speed in the canopy layer (Based on Oke, 1978; Kuttler, 2008). While these factors are the main
driving forces creating the urban canopy layer heat island, a number of localised heat islands can
result from the combined effects of microclimates which are affected by their immediate
surroundings (Kuttler, 2008). Small heat island effects, such as the surface heat island where each
individual surface type has a different temperature (Kuttler, 2008), can affect the microclimate and
produce small heat islands within the urban canopy layer. Therefore, the overall urban canopy layer
heat island is actually a product of many smaller heat islands within this layer.
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1.4

Heat exchanges in rural and urban areas

To see clearly how urbanisation affects the climate it is best to consider the heat balance of a
vegetated rural area and an un-vegetated urban area during the day and night (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 - Two dimensional schematic of the heat balances of a rural and urban area by
-2
-2
day (a) and by night (b). Q* is net radiation (W m ), QH sensible heat flux (W m ), QE is latent
-2
-2
-2
heat flux (W m ), QPh energy use by photosynthesis (W m ), QG is soil heat flux (W m ) and
-2
QF is heat from anthropogenic heat releases (W m ) (Smithson et al., 2002).
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The process of urbanisation has little effect on the short wave energy input, if anything clouds can
build up more over urban areas, but by replacing vegetation with buildings and roads, urbanisation
has several negative effects.

1) Urbanisation reduces reflection of short wave radiation because the albedo of buildings and
roads is around 0.1, well below the 0.2 to 0.3 of vegetation. Multiple reflections within urban
canyons also decrease the overall albedo of cities.
2) Urbanisation greatly increases energy storage because of increase in the thermal capacity
of the buildings and roads (QG), and the reduction in shading of the ground by trees and
6
-3 -1
shrubs. Concrete has a heat capacity of 2.1X10 cp/J m K while a loamy soil would have
6
-3 -1
a heat capacity of 3.1X10 cp/J m K resulting in the asphalt temperature increasing more

than that of the natural soil surface (Oke, 1978).
3) Urbanisation reduces losses of long wave radiation because of the smaller sky view factor.
Perfectly flat surfaces allows longwave radiation to be emitted to the complete sky
hemisphere but the increased 3D nature of urban areas replaces sky with relatively warm
surfaces that restrict radiant loss resulting in an increased in air temperature (Oke, 1978;
Chapman et al., 2002).
4) Urbanisation reduces removal of heat as latent heat because less water is evapotranspired
from plants. Comparing non-urban areas with urban areas, Paul and Meyer (2001) found
that of the total water budget, evapotranspiration was reduced from 40% to 25% by
urbanisation.

Combined, these effects increase surface temperatures and heat storage and reduce radiant heat
loss, by decreasing the sky view factor; and reduce latent heat loss, by reducing the
evapotranspirational cooling potential of plants (Oke, 1978; Chapman et al., 2002). These factors
result in a greater amount of heat energy being retained within the urban canopy, which in turn
heats the air though convection, resulting in higher urban air temperatures (Douglas, 1983;
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Smithson et al., 2002; Kuttler, 2008). Equally at night, the rural energy balance is reversed and air
temperatures are lowered as heat is convected to the cooler ground and the open sky view factor
allows heat to be readily radiated away (Smithson et al., 2002). In urban areas this does not occur
as released stored heat continues to warm the air and the rate of heat loss is reduced by the low
sky view factor, so air temperatures remain higher (Smithson et al., 2002).

As it is the loss of vegetation and the increased amount of engineered surfaces that is causing
increased temperature in the urban environment, then the solution would seem be to replace the
former vegetation (Kuttler, 2008). In practice, this solution is impossible as the urban environment is
designed to contend with specific conditions of heavy footfall and vehicular traffic which require
harder wearing engineered surfaces. However, by understanding the way in which vegetation cools
the environment it may be possible to maximize the cooling potential of vegetation and design the
urban environment to incorporate these features for the expressed purpose of reducing the urban
heat island.

1.5

Vegetative cooling in urban areas

Vegetation cools the environment by altering the energy balance of an area. Cooling results from
the way in which vegetation utilises the incoming solar radiation for photosynthesis and water
evaporation and from the way vegetation shades the surface below its canopy (Brown and
Gillespie, 1995; Chapman and Reiss, 2005).

Although important for the plant’s own energy production, photosynthesis only uses approximately
1-3% of the total received energy (Chapman and Reiss, 2005), predominantly absorbing energy for
this process from the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 1.4). Far more
longwave energy is used to evaporate water in the leaf and beyond 2.5µm absorption is almost
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total, with plant water being the primary absorption agent (Oke, 1978); thus water in the leaf is
vapourised and released through the stomata. This release of vapour is known as
evapotranspiration and this not only uses the received energy, but also the water vapour released
“warms the air less” resulting in cooler air temperatures around the area of vegetation (Dimoudi and
Nikolopoulou, 2003). At longwave radiation levels, leaves absorb and emit longwave radiation
efficiently and are considered almost perfect full radiators (ε = 0.94-0.99) and by emitting heat to the
atmosphere and through efficient convective transfer leaves maintain low temperatures (Oke,
1978). These factors, and the fact that they have a large surface area comparative to their mass,
results in them being effective heat exchangers, but poor heat stores (Oke, 1978). The low heat
capacity results in very little energy being stored for re-radiation or heating through convection
(sensible heat) and much of the received solar energy is used for transpiration (latent heat), cooling
the surrounding air temperature. The ratio of sensible heat and latent heat varies as a result of
many factors, not least air temperature and water availability, and is quantified by the Bowen ratio
(Monteith and Unsworth, 1990).

Figure 1.4 - Relation between wavelength and the reflectivity (α), transmissivity (t) and
absorptivity (а) of a green leaf (after Monteith, 1965, as modified by; Oke, 1978 ).
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Although plant leaves use much of the received visible radiation and longwave radiation, near infrared radiation is not beneficial to the plant; as a result, much of this portion of the spectrum is either
transmitted through the leaf or reflected away (Figure 1.4) (Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). The
reflection and transmission of radiation results in lower radiation levels below a plant’s canopy
(Figure 1.5) and this lowers the temperature of the surfaces in plant shade (Brown and Gillespie,
1995; Dimoudi and Nikolopoulou, 2003).

Figure 1.5 - Leaves reflect and transmit large amounts of the received infra red radiation
while much of the visible radiation is used in the leaf to produce food through
photosynthesis (Brown and Gillespie, 1995).

All plants intercept incoming radiation, but substantial amounts of solar infrared radiation will still
pass through the leaves and reach the surface below (Figure 1.5) (Brown and Gillespie, 1995).
However, certain vegetation types offer greater benefits and trees are particularly useful in reducing
transmitted radiation as their canopies have many layers and incoming radiation is intercepted on
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leaves, twigs and branches throughout the canopy (Brown and Gillespie, 1995). This increased
number of leaf layers results in a continual reduction of transmitted radiation and, during summer,
radiation below the canopy can be reduced by as much as 90% (Heisler, 1986; Hough, 2004).

Increasing the amount of vegetation across the urban environment should alter the radiant balance
of the entire urban area and, as reflection is increased and surface temperatures reduced,
atmospheric conditions in the urban boundary layer will be improved. However, trees specifically
offer an increased benefit over plants and shrubs as the elevated canopy produces shade at a
higher level which creates cool oases in which people can shade. In this respect, trees offer the
benefit of altering the radiant balance of people through shading and this can be vital in improving
human comfort in the urban environment.

1.6

Human comfort

The thermal comfort of a person is not simply affected by air temperature, but is influenced by
seven major factors; air temperature, humidity, air movement, mean radiant temperature, clothing,
activity level, and rate of change of any of the above (Bradshaw, 2006). To understand how human
comfort is affected by them it is best to consider the energy flows of a person outdoors and the
atmospheric conditions that will impact upon human comfort (Figure 1.6).
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Figure 1.6 - The heat balance of a person and the atmospheric conditions effecting these
heat transfers (Modified from Bradshaw, 2006).

In the outdoor environment only metabolic rate and heat storage can be directly controlled by a
person.
1. In a state of discomfort due to high temperatures, a person can reduce their activity level,
lowering the metabolic rate and reducing heat production (Bradshaw, 2006).
2. A person can alter heat storage by altering their clothing level to increase or decrease their
insulation levels (Bradshaw, 2006).
These two factors can easily be altered and controlled and these factors are not greatly affected by
the atmospheric conditions. However, the efficiency of the remaining heat exchanges are affected
by the atmospheric conditions and a person has less control over these exchanges.
1. Evaporative exchange is exclusively a cooling mechanism. As a person sweats, heat is
drawn from the body to vaporise sweat (latent heat of vaporisation) and consequently the
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person is cooled. This cooling becomes less effective in conditions where humidity and air
temperatures are high and air movement low (Bradshaw, 2006).
2. Conduction occurs when a person is in direct contact with a physical object and heat is
transferred (Bradshaw, 2006). This is of limited use in the outdoor urban environment as
clothes restrict this transfer and therefore conductive cooling is of little use.
3. Convective cooling occurs as heat is transferred between a person and the air flow around
them; transfer is faster when there is a greater temperature difference between the two
(Bradshaw, 2006). As the urban environments can increase air temperatures significantly,
the difference between a person’s skin temperature (27°C) and that of the air can be small
and this heat transfer becomes less effective. Convective cooling is also increased by air
movement caused by the wind. Urbanisation often reduces wind speeds and so can
reduce convective cooling, though buildings can also create wind tunnels that increase
cooling.
4. Radiant exchange is the most important factor controlling human comfort (Matzarakis et
al., 2007). The amount of radiant energy emitted by a person is less than that received
from the sun on a clear summers day and this results in an increased body temperature. In
the urban environment this effect can be worse as the built surfaces surrounding a person
are often hotter and therefore they emit additional radiation towards a person, further
increasing their body temperature.

In the urban environment the atmospheric conditions cannot be controlled and this impacts
dramatically upon the efficiency of evaporative and convective cooling. Equally, conductive cooling
is of little use as this requires a person to be in direct contact with a physical object and this
opportunity is limited in the urban environment (Bradshaw, 2006). It is however, possible to affect
the radiant energy transfer of a person by creating areas where they can shade from the input of
solar energy. All shade will do this, but it is an important point that building shade will be less
accessible at midday as most of a building’s shade will be cast downwards through the building. In
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contrast, the shade produced by trees will be accessible throughout the day and people can shelter
under the canopy.

1.7

Trees and the improvement of human comfort

In times of excessive heat, it is important to maximise the cooling potential for people. Trees are
important as they can be used effectively to improve radiant conditions. As already discussed in
section 1.5, vegetation has a low heat capacity and uses a large proportion of the received radiation
resulting in the surface below the leaves being cooler (Oke, 1978; Monteith and Unsworth, 1990;
Brown and Gillespie, 1995). However, as tree canopies are elevated they not only cool the surface
in shade, but allow people shelter from the sun. This shelter creates cool oases where a person
feeling heat stressed can shelter from the direct short-wave radiation of the sun and improve their
thermal condition (Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.7 – The impact of the radiation reduction provided by trees upon the human radiant
energy balance (Modified from Georgi and Dimitriou, 2010).

The radiant energy reduction made by a tree will vary depending on the tree canopy size and
density, but as a result of tree shade, a person radiates more energy away than they receive
resulting in them feeling cooler (Georgi and Dimitriou, 2010). In addition to the reduced solar
energy, the built surfaces in shade will also have lower temperatures and further energy can be lost
to these surfaces, furthering the cooling value. A preliminary study conducted for this project
highlighted the importance of tree shade to radiant heat loss; infra-red photography showed that a
person sat against a wall in full sun had a lower temperature than the surrounding environment and
thus would be receiving radiant energy; in tree shade, the reverse effect is shown (Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.8 – Infra red photography of two people (circled) in different radiant conditions. The
person in left image is gaining heat from the surrounding environment while in the person in
the right image is receiving less solar radiation and radiating heat away to the cooler
surfaces as a result of tree shade (Armson 2011).

It is important to quantify the extent to which trees can improve radiant energy loss as trees are
relatively inexpensive to install into the urban environment and yet the cooing benefit they provide
to human comfort is vital.

1.8

Surface water runoff in rural and urban areas

Climate change poses other hazards besides high temperature conditions. In the U.K., winter
precipitation levels are likely to increase (UKCP, 2009) and as with urban temperatures, the design
of cities can place the urban environment at a greater risk. Modifications made to the environment
through urbanisation have increased the number of sealed surfaces and water moves freely across
these surfaces, placing greater pressure upon drainage systems, rivers and streams (Figure 1.9)
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(Bridgman et al., 1995; Smithson et al., 2002). This pressure can causes water systems to be
overwhelmed and as a result they can overflow and cause potential flooding problems (Bridgman et
al., 1995).

Figure 1.9 - Modifications made to hydrological flows as a result of vegetated surfaces types
being replaced by impervious surface cover types (Arnold and Gibbons, 1996; as modified
by Paul and Meyer, 2008).

Vegetated areas reduce surface water runoff as a result of the way in which they slow overland flow
and allow infiltration to occur (Smithson et al., 2002). Plants not only intercept and hold water on
their leaves, but the presence of vegetation forms surface obstructions which slows down surface
water movement (Smithson et al., 2002). This obstruction of overland flow decreases the runoff
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rate, allowing more time for infiltration through porous soils to occur (Labadz et al., 2008) and water
either continues to percolate downwards towards the water table or slowly moves towards rivers
and streams as through flow (Smithson et al., 2002). The evaporative effect may be small during a
rainfall event, but over time, a reduction in soil moisture content will occur as trees and plants use
water for nutrient production and consequentially return moisture to the air (Labadz et al., 2008). As
a result of high infiltration rates and high levels of evaporation, only a small percentage of received
rainfall becomes surface water runoff in vegetated environments (Figure 1.9) (Smithson et al.,
2002). In cities, however, sealed surfaces dominate the landscape and these reduce the level of
infiltration and reduce evaporation as water is moved quickly across surfaces towards drains (Paul
and Meyer, 2008), removing it from the environment (Figure 1.9). This quick and rapid movement
results in a large proportion of received rainfall being converted into surface water runoff which can
overwhelm drainage systems and increase the risk of flooding.

1.9

Surface water runoff reduction by trees in urban areas

Again the use of vegetation to overcome the problem of excessive surface water runoff is difficult in
the urban environment as the conditions of heavy footfall and vehicle movement require hardwearing surfaces. As a result sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDs) are increasingly being
used in the urban environment (Ellis et al., 2002; Abbott and Comino-Mateos, 2003; O'Sullivan et
al., 2011). These systems use permeable surfaces that aim to replicate the natural drainage of a
vegetated surface, providing water storage and a reduction in the peak flow of surface water,
allowing more time for water to slowly infiltrate into subsurface water systems (Mansell, 2003).
However, these systems can be costly and they can be difficult to retrofit into existing urban areas;
far easier to retro-fit are small areas of vegetation. Trees can also be placed into existing built
surfaces at relatively low cost with little disturbance, due to their small trunk circumference, while
their extensive canopies offer benefits in reducing surface runoff through interception of rainfall.
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Trees have a much greater surface area than the smooth and flat built surfaces of the urban
environment. Incoming precipitation is intercepted by the leaves and held on the leaf surface until
the leaf becomes saturated, upon which water begins to move across the leaf surface (Xiao et al.,
2000). In short and light rainfall events nearly all intercepted rainfall may be held on the leaf and
evaporated back into the atmosphere (Xiao et al., 2000); in heaver prolonged rainfall events this
interception value will decrease as the canopy becomes saturated (Xiao et al., 2000). Even so,
interception will still slow the rate at which rainfall reaches the surface below and at the end of a
rainfall event the water remaining on the leaves will be evaporated (Smithson et al., 2002). The
level to which rainfall is intercepted and held on the leaves will depend upon the size and shape of
a tree canopy and indeed upon the tree species. Experiments upon individual trees have shown
interception values of 60% - 95% (Guevara-Escobar et al., 2007; Asadian and Weiler, 2009) of
rainfall, though other studies have shown much lower values of 1% - 22% (Xiao et al., 2000; David
et al., 2006). However, these studies have only looked at the interception value of a very limited
number of trees. The value of trees many actually be higher as they may increase the infiltration
value of the soil they are planted in and water running into the tree pit may increase their value in
reducing and storing surface water runoff. The difficulty in assessing the impact of this interception
value is that former studies have been conducted at a small scale and in order to investigate the
overall impact of trees at a wider scale, larger test plots must be constructed. However, the benefit
of canopy interception has been investigated at a larger scale through computer models.

1.10

Modelling the impact of vegetation in the urban environment

Understanding the impact of vegetation on urban cooling and surface water runoff at a city wide
scale is difficult as no two cities are same in design or climate. It is therefore hard to draw
comparisons as to the effect that greenspaces, and specifically trees, are having on the climate of
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urban areas. To overcome this issue computer models have been used to map large areas into
individual morphology types, with each morphology type classified by examining their surface cover
conditions and the human activities that occur within them (Gill et al., 2008). High density housing
areas may have a high level of sealed surface while agricultural farmland will be almost exclusively
vegetation and bare soil. Once this information has been collected, each morphological area can be
assessed for their radiant balance or their hydrological risk and a picture of large areas can be
created by collecting all the areas together. As a result, areas of high heat risk or high flood risk can
be identified at a larger regional scale and by changing the general environmental conditions, such
as the rainfall amount and air temperature, areas can be assessed for their response to the
changing conditions and areas of high risk can be highlight. Studies have used this approach in
many areas to assess the impact of specific surface cover types (Pauleit and Duhme, 2000; Gill et
al., 2007).

In the United Kingdom the UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) and the Engineering and
Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) have implemented computer modelling most
successfully. Their overall aim is to build knowledge for a changing climate through various
scientific projects (UKCIP, 2008). One of the programmes associated with this aim was Adaption
Strategies for Climate Change in the Urban Environment (ASCCUE). This programme aimed to
understand the urban environment’s morphology types and assess the vulnerability of each of these
morphology types to several climate change risks (Handley et al., 2007).

The project mapped the whole of Greater Manchester, classifying areas into one of 29 different
urban morphology types (UMT) (Figure 1.10). This level of detail for each UMT allowed a greater
level of accuracy in the predictions made about the vulnerability of each area. By subjecting each
area to predicted climate changes scenarios, and using plausible models of temperature change
and runoff of rainfall, assessments could be made as to the impact of future climatic changes (Gill et
al., 2007).
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Figure 1.10 - Urban morphology types of Greater Manchester (Gill, 2006).

The model of surface temperature used by Gill et al. (2007) was that of Tso et al. (1991), modified
for temperate areas by Whitford et al. (2001). The model calculated the surface temperature based
on the energy exchanges at the surface which would be modified by the surface cover; built areas
would absorb and store more energy from the sun, while greenspace would remove most of this
heat by evapotranspiration. The results of this model predicted some significant benefits linked to
the development of a green infrastructure. Areas such as woodlands would have maximum surface
temperatures on a hot summer’s day (19.9°C) almost 12°C cooler than that of scarcely vegetated
city centres. As part of the ASSCUE programme, models were also run where surface types were
changed to assess the impacts of increased green cover. From these changes, predictions showed
o
that a 10% increase in urban greenspace could reduce temperatures by up to 4 C (Gill et al., 2007).

This figure was significant as, even under the most severe climate change predictions, it would
effectively climate proof the city up to the year 2080 (Gill, 2006).
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The surface water runoff model used in ASCCUE was derived from one developed by the Soil
Conservation Service of the USA (Whitford et al., 2001) which quantified values of runoff after
storms for the different UMT’s depending on the surface cover, soil type, and antecedent soil
moisture conditions. The model predicted large differences between heavily vegetated UMT’s, such
as woodland, which had 32% total runoff in an 18mm rainfall event, and heavily urbanised UMT’s,
which had 74 % total runoff in the same rainfall event. Gill (2006) examined the effect of a 10%
increase in greenspace cover in the city centre and found that such an increase would reduce
surface runoff by around 5% (Gill et al., 2007). However, since climate change predictions indicated
that the size of winter storms would increase by around 60%; this meant that though green
infrastructure could reduce surface runoff, the effect would be nowhere near large enough to
climate proof the city.

One of the issues with the computer modelling approach as used by Gill et al. (2007) is that all
types of greenspace, whether trees, shrubs or grassland are treated as having the same effect
upon urban temperatures. Gill (2006) highlighted that the energy exchange model used did not
include the effect of tree shading upon surface temperatures. As this would have an impact upon
the microclimate and human comfort with the city, these factors must be investigated further.
Equally, the effects of trees upon urban surface runoff may have been underestimated as many
studies have only considered the interception value of trees and the presence of an open tree pit
and the increased infiltration value provided by tree roots may impact positively upon the
hydrological balance of urban areas. This may be particularly important in high density areas, where
flood risks are highest, as trees require very little surface area for planting and yet still produce
extensive canopies.
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1.11

Research aims

The following research aimed to do two things. The first aim was to test the predictions made by
Gill’s (2006) models, about the effects of greenspace on reducing surface temperatures and surface
water runoff. The second was to compare the relative effects of trees and grassland, on a wider
range of meteorological measurements - not only surface temperatures and water runoff, but also
air and radiant temperatures – so that their relative effects on human comfort as well as the urban
heat island could be experimentally determined.

The urban landscape of Manchester, U.K. was chosen as a location to conduct this research, most
of all because this allowed comparisons to be made between this new research and the predictions
made by Gill (2006). Furthermore, although Manchester currently has few problems with excessive
heat it is a good example of a city with a temperate, maritime climate, which does show a
pronounced urban heat island of 3 – 5°C. Issues relating to heat are also likely to become more of
an issue in the future as climate change predictions show that there will be significant warming
(UKCP, 2009). Therefore, summer heat waves are likely to create uncomfortable and problematic
conditions in the high density areas of Manchester and the findings of this research are likely to
become increasingly relevant to its inhabitants.

To achieve these research aims, a series of experimental studies were conducted close to the city
centre of Manchester, U.K. These individual studies looked at various surface types and shade
conditions to assess the impact that trees and grassland have upon the local climate and upon the
hydrology of an urban area. In total three studies were conducted.
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The first study (Chapter 2) investigated the impact of tree shade and grass covering upon air,
surface and globe temperatures, and so related the relative effectiveness of the two vegetation
types at reducing the urban heat island effect and improving human thermal comfort. This was
backed up with a survey of temperatures in and around an urban park.

The second study (Chapter 3) compared the effects of five commonly planted street trees on air,
surface and globe temperatures, within and outside their shade, and so, along with a sister study
which examined evapotranspiration, compared their effects on the urban heat island and human
comfort. Morphological measurements on the trees were also taken to help determine why the
species differed in their cooling effectiveness. This study allowed comparisons between tree
species to be made in order to asses if any particular tree species offers a greater value to urban
cooling.

The third study (Chapter 4) investigated the impact of amenity grassland and trees upon surface
water runoff. Test plots constructed in various locations along Manchester’s Oxford Road corridor
were set up to measure the runoff from three surface types - asphalt, asphalt plus a tree, and grass
- and assessed how each individual surface type effected the likelihood of surface flooding.

In the final chapter (Chapter 5) these individual studies are drawn together and assessed to provide
conclusions about the impact of different vegetation types on the regional and local climate. The
results of these studies are compared with those of the models produced by Gill (2006) to assess
the accuracy of her computer modelling predictions and to provide insights into how individual
elements of vegetation may impact differently within the different areas studied. Recommendations
for further studies are highlighted and advice is given about how to maximise the potential of
greenspace in the urban landscape.
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2.1

Introduction

The processes by which urbanisation causes an urban heat island are well known (Oke, 1978;
Douglas, 1983; Smithson et al., 2002; Kuttler, 2008). The built surfaces, such as concrete, asphalt
and bricks, found in urban areas, absorb more heat during the day than the former vegetated
surface, warm the air more by convection, and re-radiate more heat back into the urban landscape
at night (Oke, 1982; Douglas, 1983; Smithson et al., 2002; Kuttler, 2008). The loss of vegetation
reduces the albedo, decreasing reflection of short-wave radiation, and more importantly reduces
evapotranspiration, decreasing cooling due to transfer of latent heat. In the UK, urban centres can
consequently be up to 7°C warmer (Wilby, 2003) than the surrounding rural areas (Wilby, 2003).
Urban heat islands are a particular problem on hot summer days when they increase the need for
air conditioning in buildings, and cause discomfort to people, both indoors and outdoors. The
problem of the UHI is likely to get worse with climate change, as mean temperatures are predicted
to rise, as are the frequencies of heat waves. For instance, projections for Manchester, U.K are that
for the medium emissions scenario the mean summer temperature will rise by 3.7°C by the 2080s,
and maximum temperatures by 4.8°C (UKCP, 2009) with even larger increases in the temperatures
on the hottest days. The increase in the magnitude and frequency of urban heat waves will
potentially cause severe health problems and an increased number of heat related illnesses and
deaths, particularly for the elderly. Such effects have already been seen in the European heat wave
of 2003, when 35,000 excess deaths were recorded, mainly in urban environments, due to heatrelated illnesses (Kosatsky, 2005).

If increased amounts of built surfaces and the loss of vegetation cause the UHI, then it would seem
that adding vegetation to urban areas could potentially reduce its magnitude, so research is needed
to quantify the cooling effects of urban vegetation. However, there are difficulties in measuring this
effect; no two cities, or area within cities, are identical apart from their amount of greenspace,
making conventional experimental studies hard to conduct.
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One preferred method of getting over this problem is to compare air temperatures in parks
(Jauregui, 1990/91; Barradas, 1991; Spronken-Smith and Oke, 1998; Upmanis et al., 1998;
Potchter et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2007; Jansson et al., 2007; Hamada and Ohta, 2010) and small
greenspaces (Souch and Souch, 1993; Scott et al., 1999; Shashua-Bar et al., 2009) with those in
the surrounding streets. Unfortunately these studies ranged widely in location from the tropics to the
northernmost parts of Europe, and included only one city, Vancouver (Spronken-Smith and Oke,
1998), which had a climate similar to that of the UK. The results are not surprisingly extremely
variable, though the meta analysis of Bowler et al. (2010) concluded that the effects are usually
small; parks had on average a daytime temperature only 0.94°C cooler than the surrounding urban
temperature. Similar results were found in a daytime summer transect out through Manchester
(Smith et al., 2011); temperatures fell within a large urban park but by less than 1°C. The smallness
of the effect is probably because warm air can be readily advected into parks (Jansson et al. 2007),
while cool air from parks is advected into the surrounding streets (Upmanis et al. 1998); the extent
of such movements will of course depend strongly on the wind speed.

A potentially better method of determining the cooling effect of vegetation is to measure surface
temperatures, as these drive regional urban air temperatures, but few measurements of urban
surface temperature have been made. Infra red aerial photography of cities (Pauleit and Duhme,
2000; Leuzinger et al., 2010) has measured surface temperatures at single points in time. A study
of Basel, Switzerland, for instance, showed that at midday on a hot summer’s day, hard surfaces, at
37°C – 60°C were 12°C – 35°C warmer than air, whereas the leaves of trees ranged from 1°C
cooler to 4°C warmer than air temperature (Leuzinger et al., 2010). However, surface temperatures
of vegetation and paved areas have rarely been monitored throughout the day. Instead, a modelling
approach has sometimes been taken. For instance, Whitford et al. (2001) and Gill et al. (2007)
modelled the maximum summer surface temperature of areas in Merseyside and Manchester, U.K.
with different surface cover types, using the energy balance model of Tso (1990; 1991). They came
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up with differences between maximum surface temperatures of 12.8°C between the city centre and
woodland, with predicted maximum temperatures of 43°C for non transpiring surfaces such as
concrete, compared to a maximum temperature of 18°C for wholly transpiring surfaces such as
woodlands and grass (Gill, 2006). These results are in reasonable agreement with the results for
tree canopies found by (Pauleit and Duhme, 2000; Leuzinger et al., 2010) but they urgently need
validating.

One aspect of vegetation that has not been investigated is the effect of the three dimensional
nature of trees; as well as having a cool canopy, they also shade adjacent areas. This is important
for two reasons. First, it will reduce the surface temperature of the shaded area, reducing its storage
and convection of heat; to quantify the regional cooling role of trees it is important to measure this
effect. Second, shading affects human comfort, since it will alter our perceived temperature, which
is dependent more on the radiation flow between ourselves and the local environment than on
convection (Matzarakis et al., 2007). How warm we feel therefore depends more on the temperature
of our surroundings and the degree of insolation rather than air temperature. A shaded person
should feel cooler than one standing in the sun, and a person standing on a hotter surface should
feel warmer than one standing on a cooler surface (Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). A better
measure of perceived heat is therefore obtained, not from an air thermometer, but from a globe
thermometer (Thorsson et al., 2007). This is a thermometer held within a 38mm grey sphere, which
is affected by both convection and radiation, just like a person.

This study therefore had two main aims. First to measure the effect of grass cover and tree shade
on surface temperatures. Second, to measure the effect of grass cover and tree shade on globe
temperatures, so that the local effects of vegetation, and particularly the way in which humans
perceive the urban climate, could be investigated.
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2.2

Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Study area

The study was carried out in Greater Manchester, U.K., which is a large conurbation (population
2

2.5 million) located in the North West of England and covering 1300 km . It has a temperate
maritime climate with a mean annual temperature of 9 ºC and annual precipitation of 806 mm. The
study sites were both located within 3 km of the city centre, and therefore well within the urban heat
island. Both sites were located at the edge of University campuses adjacent to high density housing
areas (Gill et al., 2008), and so close to areas of medium to low vegetation cover.

Two sets of experiments were performed. In the first, the effect of small areas of vegetation
2
(<300m ) was examined; the surface and globe temperatures of small plots covered by grass or

concrete, either in full sun or in continuous tree shade, were continuously monitored for the daily
temperature fluctuations. The second experiment examined the effects of larger areas of
vegetation. Midday (13:00 – 15:00 BST) air, surface and globe temperatures in an urban park were
taken on hot sunny days above different surfaces both in sun or shade, and compared with the air
temperature outside the park.

2.2.2 Small plot experiments

Experiments to investigate the effects of surface cover and tree shade on surface and globe
temperatures were carried out at the University of Manchester botanical grounds (53°26'38''N,
2°12'50''W) over June - July 2009 and June - July 2010. These time frames included the longest
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day of the year and were long enough to capture a sufficient number of hot (maximum air
temperatures more than 25°C), average (maximum air temperatures between 20°C - 25°C) and
cold (maximum air temperatures less than 20°C) summer days. The experimental grounds include
a rectangular area of mown grass along the South side approximately 50m x 20m (0.1 ha in area).
Site A, which was used in the 2009 study, was sited to the north of a row of lime (Tilia x europaea)
trees that afforded an area of shade throughout the course of the day, apart from a brief 30 minute
spell between 08:00 and 08:30 (BST) when the low angle of the sun cast light into this area. Site B,
which was used in the 2010 study, was sited to the North of a row of trees composed of a Scots
pine (Pinus sylvestris), lime (Tilia x europaea) and cotoneaster (Cotoneaster x watereri) which
afforded an area of shade throughout the day until 16:00 BST when the angle of the sun cast light
into the area. In the shade of each row of trees, two test plots, one of grass, the other of concrete,
were set up. Seven metres to the north of each test area two further plots were installed in a full sun
position which received no shading at any point during the day.

The grass plots were surfaced with the ryegrass mixture that covered the floor of the experimental
grounds which were mown every 2-4 weeks in summer. Grass plots never showed any sign of
water stress, despite not receiving any irrigation. In the concrete plots, this surface was replaced by
a 1.8m x 1.8m area of concrete made up of 16 Richmond natural concrete flags
(450mmx450mmx35mm). The paving flags were laid into the existing grass area at a depth of
35mm so that the top of the flag was level with the soil surface as it would be in the urban
environment (Figure 2.1). For both the shade and sun plots one paved plot and one grass plot were
set up 4 m apart. By setting up the plots in this configuration, it was possible to record temperature
measurements on each surface type for each day in both shade and full sun conditions, allowing a
full examination of each surface’s daily response to the varying solar radiation levels.
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Figure 2.1 - Diagram of the test plots used to measure surface and globe temperatures above
concrete and grass. The position of the globe thermometer in the plan view is marked with
®
an X in both plots and the elevation of the globe thermometer and the position of the HOBO
12 bit temperature smart sensors can be seen in the section view.

The response of each surface type needed to be compared with the ambient meteorological
conditions experienced each day. Therefore, air temperature, wind speed and rainfall were all
®

recorded throughout each day. The air temperature was recorded on a HOBO weather station with
a 12-bit temperature smart sensor attached which was housed in a solar radiation shield. The shield
and sensor were mounted to a post located between the shade and full sun plots at a height of 2 m
and a reading was taken every 5 minutes during both test periods. Wind speed measurements were
®
also recorded on the HOBO weather station with a wind speed smart sensor. This recorded the

mean wind speed and the gust speed over each 5 minute interval. Rainfall measurements were
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taken using an Onset data logging rain gauge RG3 which recorded the amount of rainfall, the timing
of rainfall events, and the rate of rainfall throughout each test period.

The surface temperature fluctuations of each plot were recorded every five minutes using the
®
HOBO datalogger. One temperature sensor was positioned in the centre of each individual test

plot and fixed within the upper 10mm of the surface. To achieve this, the sensors for the grass plots
were simply inserted into a 10mm deep cut made in the surface so that the sensor lay parallel to the
soil surface. For the concrete plots the sensors were inserted into a pre-drilled 8mm hole, on the
underside of the paving flag, which terminated within the upper 10mm of the paving flag (Figure
2.1). In both cases the sensors were fixed in this way to avoid any direct solar radiation affecting the
temperatures recorded by the temperature sensors.

The globe temperature fluctuations of each plot were also recorded every five minutes using the
®
HOBO datalogger. Globe thermometers were positioned 1.1 m above the centre of each test plot

(Figure 2.1) to represent the average centre of mass of an adult human. In the grass plots virtually
all of the surroundings below the thermometer, would be covered by grass, so this would subtend a
solid angle of 2π steradians. Ideally, to investigate the effect of a concrete floor on globe
temperatures, a similarly large plot of concrete would be needed. However, because of their small
1.8m x 1.8m size the concrete would only subtend a solid angle of 26% of that below the
thermometer; the rest would be covered by grass. This meant that the effect of concrete would be
underestimated. The globe thermometers followed the design of Thorsson et al. (2007) and
comprised a hollow 38mm matt grey acrylic sphere with a 12-bit temperature smart sensor fixed at
the centre.

The experiment was run three times in total. Plot A was monitored over a period of 30 days from the
th

th

th

rd

27 June to 27 July 2009. Plot B was monitored from the 12 June to 23 June 2010 to further
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validate the results of the 2009 study. After this, the sizes of the concrete plots were increased to
3.6m x 3.15m to investigate the effect of a larger area of engineered surface (now 49% of the solid
angle below the thermometer, so the effects of the concrete would be higher) upon the globe
th

th

temperatures. The plot was then monitored from the 24 June to 13 July 2010.

2.2.3

Park monitoring

To further investigate how the size of the grass and engineered surfaces impact upon air as well as
th
surface and globe temperatures, temperatures were recorded on cloud free days from the 18 June
rd
till the 3 September 2010 in Whitworth Park (53°27'31''N, 2°13'52''W, Total area = 7.8 ha),

Manchester, UK. These measurements were recorded from 13:00–15:00 (BST) at three points with
contrasting surface cover: a large 136m x 100m amenity grassland, which was mown every two to
four weeks in summer; a large 42m x 25m asphalt area; and a 3m wide path constructed of asphalt
and bordered by amenity grassland. At each of these areas, the surface, globe and air temperature
were recorded both in full sun and in tree shade (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 - Map of Whitworth Park, Manchester U.K. with sample sites delineated for each
surface type. Red dots highlight sample areas in sun, blue squares mark sample sites in
shade and the green triangles to the north and south east show the positions where external
air temperature were recorded.

The temperatures of hard surfaces were measured using a Fluke 572 infrared thermometer. These
measurements were taken with the thermometer held perpendicular to the surface at a height of 1.1
meters; the surface was briefly shaded while the reading was taken to increase the consistency of
the results. Surface temperatures of grassland were measured using a Digitron 2084T platinum
resistance thermometer with a PT100 blunt tipped temperature probe attached. The probe was
inserted into the surface at an angle of 35° to a depth of 10mm, to avoid the reading being affected
by direct solar radiation, and allowed to settle for two minutes before the reading was taken.
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Globe temperatures were measured using a Digitron 2084T platinum resistance thermometer with a
PT100 blunt tipped temperature probe inserted into a hollow 38mm matt gray acrylic sphere. The
thermometer was fixed to a stand at a height of 1.1m and this was placed into the centre of each
area. The reading was allowed to settle for five minutes before a five minute average temperature
was recorded.

Finally, air temperatures were recorded at each site and also at two urban locations outside the
Northern and South Eastern boundary of the park (Figure 2.2) using a Digitron 2084T platinum
resistance thermometer with a PT100 air probe attached. The air probe was fitted with a radiation
shield and elevated to a height of 2m for two minutes before a reading was taken. All thermometers
were calibrated before the monitoring programme began.
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2.3

Results

2.3.1 Small plot experiments

The methods employed successfully recorded the daily fluctuations of the surface and globe
th

th

temperatures. Figure 2.3 shows the surface temperature results for the 4 July 2009 (a), 17 June
rd
2010 (b) and the 3 July 2010 (c) which were all typical of hot days, being dry and sunny, except for

occasional clouds, and with maximum air temperatures between 23.5 and 25ºC.

The pattern of surface temperature change was similar on all three days. The concrete surfaces
were always hotter than the surrounding air, rising to peaks of around 40ºC in the sun, and 28ºC in
the shade, around 17ºC and 4ºC higher than peak air temperature. Grass surface temperature was
much lower, rising to peaks of around 23ºC in the sun and 19ºC in the shade, around 1ºC and 4ºC
lower than peak air temperatures.

While the overall patterns of temperature changes were similar on cooler days, the differences in
maximum temperatures were lower; this mirrored the smaller differences between maximum and
minimum air temperature on these days.
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Figure 2.3 - The diurnal variation of the surface temperature of concrete and grass plots in
sun and shade, as well as the local air temperature on the 4th July 2009 (a), 17th June 2010
(b) and 3rd July 2010 (c). It can be seen that the concrete is regularly hotter than the grass
even when grass is exposed to full sun conditions.
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To investigate the patterns quantitatively, graphs were produced of the surface temperature against
air temperature for each day. The relationships were highly linear; surface temperature rose and fell
in line with air temperature, but the slopes of the relationships were different depending on the
surface conditions. Since neither surface nor air temperature could be treated as an independent
variable (they were both affected by time of day and incoming short wave radiation) the slopes of
the linear relationships between surface temperature and air temperature were quantified by
carrying out reduced major axis regression. This method is preferred to conventional linear
regression when (as in this case) there is no clear independent variable (Ennos, 2011). The slopes
for each day were subjected to analysis using one way ANOVA and it was found that they did not
differ significantly between hot, average or cool days. Therefore a single mean slope was calculated
for each surface in each test period. To give an intercept for the relationship between surface and
air temperature, the difference between minimum surface temperature and minimum air
temperature was calculated for each day in each test period, and the mean difference over all the
days was taken as the intercept.

The result of this analysis is a single plot for each test period (Figure 2.4) showing the relationship
between the surface temperature and air temperature, relative to the minimum air temperature. The
results for all three experiments were similar, one way ANOVA showing significant differences
between the slopes of the regression lines (Table 2.1). Concrete increased in temperature at 2.3 to
2.6 times the rate of air when exposed to the sun but at only 1.3 to 1.6 times air temperature in the
shade. Grass increased by only 0.5 to 0.7 times air temperature in the sun and 0.3 to 0.6 times in
the shade. The vertical lines in Figure 2.4 show the average difference between maximum and
minimum air temperatures recorded on cool (maximum temperature less than 20ºC), average
(maximum temperature between 20ºC and 25ºC) and hot days (maximum temperature over 25ºC).
The mean difference between the maximum surface temperature and maximum air temperature
can be determined by looking down the lines. It can be seen that there are much larger differences
between maximum surface temperature and maximum air temperature on hot days (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4 - The relationship between the surface temperature of the concrete and grass
plots in sun and shade and the local air temperature, relative to the minimum air
temperature. The vertical lines show the average differences between maximum and
minimum air temperatures on cold, average and hot days.

Table 2.1 - Mean and standard errors of the slopes and intercepts of the regression lines
(shown in Figure 2.4) between the surface temperature and air temperature of the concrete
and grass plots in both sun and shade.
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The temperature patterns displayed by the globe thermometers differed greatly from the surface
temperatures. Figure 2.5 shows the temperature results of the globe thermometers from the 4th
th
rd
July 2009 (a), 17 June 2010 (b) and the 3 July 2010 (c).

Like surface temperatures, it can be seen from Figure 2.5 that globe temperatures rose from a
minimum around dawn to reach a maximum at 13:30 BST, falling rapidly after 16:20 BST. Unlike
the surface temperatures, however, the globe temperatures rose and fell less gradually; they
reached high temperatures more quickly and showed a higher level of variability than surface
temperature, falling rapidly in response to the sun being shielded behind cloud or to gusts of wind.
However, the major difference was that though radiant temperatures were affected greatly by
whether they were in the shade or not, they were hardly affected by the surface beneath them. The
globe thermometers in the sun rose to peaks around 32ºC to 34ºC above both concrete and grass,
7ºC to 9ºC hotter than the air. In contrast the shade globe temperatures were much closer to air
temperature reaching maximums around 27ºC above both concrete and grass, only 2°C hotter than
the air. This pattern was seen on all days, though the difference between the sun plots and the
shade plots was lower on cloudy days.
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Figure 2.5 - The diurnal variation of the globe temperature above concrete and grass plots in
sun and shade as well as the local air temperature on the 4th July 2009 (a), 17th June 2010
(b) and 3rd July 2010 (c). It can be seen that though being in the sun increases the globe
temperature by up to 8°C, the temperatures are not greatly affected by the surfaces below
the thermometer.
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The globe temperature data was analysed in the same way as the surface temperature data to give
a graph showing the relationships between globe and air temperatures (Figure 2.6). It can be seen
that the globe temperatures increased at 1.6 to 2.1 times the rate of air in the sun, but at only 1.1 to
1.3 times the rate of air in the shade (Table 2.2). In all cases the globe temperatures above the
concrete in the sun were slightly lower than those above the grass. The size of the concrete surface
had no effect on this pattern. The vertical lines in Figure 2.6 again show the average difference
between maximum and minimum air temperatures recorded on cool, average and hot days. It can
be seen that there are much larger differences between maximum globe temperature and maximum
air temperature on hot days.

Figure 2.6 - The relationship between the globe temperatures above concrete and grass in
sun and shade and the local air temperature, relative to the minimum air temperature. The
vertical lines show the average difference between maximum and minimum air temperatures
on cold, average and hot days.
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Table 2.2 - The mean and standard errors of the slopes and intercepts of the regression lines
(shown in Figure 2.6) between the globe temperature and air temperature above concrete
and grass in both sun and shade.

2.3.2

Park temperatures

Both urban and parkland air temperatures varied between days, ranging from 19.2°C to 24.7°C. To
remove the variability caused by differences between the days, the difference between the park and
the mean air temperature outside the park was calculated, to give temperature differences. Mean
temperature differences between park and urban temperatures are shown in Figure 2.7a. Paired t
tests showed that in nearly all cases, air temperatures were lower within the park than outside (t13 =
4.216, p = 0.001), park air temperatures being on average 0.8ºC cooler than the surrounding urban
air temperature.
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To investigate the effects of the various surfaces and shade conditions upon the park air
temperature, a two way ANOVA was carried out. This analysis showed that surface conditions had
no effect on the air temperature (F2,34 = 0.375, p = 0.690), but tree shade did have an effect (F1,34 =
9.187, p = 0.005). Temperatures in the shade were on average 0.9ºC lower than in the sun and
1.4ºC lower than external air temperatures.

Mean differences between the surface temperatures in the park and the air temperature outside it
are shown in Figure 2.7b. To investigate the effects of the various surface and shade conditions
upon the surface temperature, a two way ANOVA was carried out. This analysis showed that both
surface conditions (F2, 34 = 30.752 p = <0.005) and shade (F1, 34 = 196.795 p = <0.005) had
significant effects and there was also a significant interaction between them (F2, 34 = 7.911 p =
<0.005). The asphalt area and path were both warmer than the grass, and shade reduced surface
temperatures on all surfaces, but shading reduced the surface temperatures of the built surfaces
more than that of the grass. Therefore, though the built surfaces were around 14ºC warmer than the
grass in the sun, and 18ºC warmer than external air temperatures, the concrete was only around
5ºC warmer than grass in the shade, around 2ºC below external air temperatures.

Mean differences between the globe temperatures in the park and the air temperature outside it are
shown in Figure 2.7c. To investigate the effects of the various surface and shade conditions upon
the globe temperature, a two way ANOVA was carried out. This analysis showed that surface
conditions had no effect on the globe temperature (F2, 34 = 0.017, P= 0.983), but that tree shade did
have an effect (F1, 34 = 150.540, P= <0.005). Globe temperatures in the sun were on average about
6ºC higher than in the shade, and about 5ºC higher than external air temperatures.
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Figure 2.7 - The differences and standard error between mean air (a) (n=3), surface (b) (n=3),
and globe (c) (n=3) temperatures within a large urban greenspace and mean external park air
temperatures (n=2).
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2.4

Discussion

2.4.1 Surface temperatures

As expected, concrete and asphalt surfaces in the sun heated up much more than grass surfaces in
all four experiments. In the small experimental plots the concrete in full sun rose to peak
temperatures on hot days some 19-23ºC higher than air temperature, whereas grass in full sun had
peak temperatures 0-3°C cooler than air temperature (Figure 2.3a,b,c). This meant that grass plots
were around 24°C cooler than concrete. In the park, concrete and asphalt surfaces were some
18ºC warmer than local air temperature, whereas grass was only around 3ºC warmer, a difference
of 15°C. The cooling effects provided by grass in the small (0.1 ha) plots are therefore similar to the
25°C predicted by Gill et al. (2007). However, much less cooling was seen in the larger park (7.8
ha) and the grass was actually warmer than the surrounding air. This is actually what one would
expect in a large area of grassland, even in a well-watered sward, because according to the
Penman-Monteith equation, some of the solar energy would be converted into sensible heat
(Monteith and Unsworth, 1990; Allen et al., 1998). In the small plots the grass probably provided
more cooling because of the oasis effect; warm air from the surrounding area would have been
brought in by advection, increasing evapotranspiration (Allen et al., 1998) and providing additional
cooling. These results therefore suggest that increasing the area of grassland in urban areas can
effectively help reduce the urban heat island. They also suggest that many small patches of
grassland are more effective than a single large area, though simultaneous measurements of the
surface temperatures of small and large grass plots would be needed to properly test this.

Tree shading is another method of cooling the surface. It can be seen that the peak surface
temperature of concrete can be reduced by up to 12°C in the small plots (Figure 2.3a,b,c) and 19°C
in the park (Figure 2.7b). Therefore in circumstances where grass is impractical, tree planting can
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effectively reduce the temperature of built surfaces. Tree shade also reduced air temperatures
significantly in the park, whereas grass alone did not, suggesting that the effects seen by other
researchers and summarised by Bowler et al. (2010) are mainly due to the presence of trees. This
suggests that instead trees may be even more effective than grass at reducing the urban heat
island due to the combined oasis and clothesline effects (Allen et al., 1998), especially as a typical
tree casts a greater area of shade than the canopy area. However, though some recent
measurements on urban trees suggests that trees do indeed provide higher evapotranspiration than
an equivalent area of grass (Shashua-Bar et al., 2009; Rahman et al., 2011) others do not (Peters
et al., 2011). Experiments are needed to verify this for Manchester. The results of this study make it
clear, though, that having both trees and grass would be even better than either alone, as surface
temperatures of grass in shade can be 4-7°C cooler than the surrounding air.

2.4.2 Globe temperatures

In contrast to surface temperatures, globe temperatures were hardly affected by the surface cover
above which they were measured, but greatly reduced by shade. The globe thermometers above
concrete and grass in full sun both rose to a maximum of 9°C warmer than the surrounding air,
whereas in tree shade they rose to only around 2°C warmer, a reduction of 5-7°C; similar
reductions were provided by the trees in the park. The surface, in contrast, had little effect. This was
no doubt because of the greatly reduced short wave radiation levels received in the shade, though
these were not directly measured. In fact, contrary to expectations, the maximum globe
temperatures recorded above grass were actually slightly higher than above even large areas of
concrete, despite their much lower surface temperatures. This was probably because above the
grass there are higher levels of short wave radiation, because with its higher albedo the grass
reflects more light back upwards!
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2.4.3 Regional vs. local effects

These results of this study show that grass can help in cooling urban areas, help mitigate the urban
heat island and the probable effects of climate change. They also suggest that many small green
plots will be more effective than fewer larger ones, though further studies are required to confirm
this. These conclusions assume, however, that the grass is not under water stress. Recent research
suggests that as climate change progresses, grasses may increasingly suffer from drought in the
summer months, reducing its cooling effect (Gill, 2006), whereas deeper rooted trees should be
more resistant to drought.

Because of this and because grass is not always a suitable surface in the urban environment, trees
may also play a role in reducing surface temperatures and thus contribute to UHI reduction. Though
tree shading clearly reduced the surface temperatures of both concrete and grass by reducing short
wave radiation, this is not actually a useful measure of the regional cooling effect of trees, since
they will also provide cooling directly, like the grass, by their transpiration. Hence a better estimate
of their effect would be to measure their leaf temperatures as Leuzinger and Körner (2007) did, but
at all levels of their canopy, not just the upper surface. An even better way would be to measure
their transpiration using a sap flow meter like Shashua-Bar et al. (2009). In fact it seem likely that
trees would be rather more effective at providing regional cooling than grass as the area of shading
they provide is far greater than the footprint area of the tree, especially in mature specimens,
creating cooler areas beyond the canopy of the tree.

The biggest difference between trees and grasses, though, is the far greater local effect of tree
shade, specifically its ability to lower local air and globe temperatures. This is important as these
both greatly affect human comfort (Matzarakis et al., 2007). Outside in the UK, Wilson et al. (2008)
found that human comfort is maximized at air temperatures around 20ºC and that when
temperatures reached 24.5ºC and above, people actively sought shade which would reduce the
globe temperature and the feeling of discomfort due to warmth. The results of this study show that
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tree shading can reduce globe temperatures by 5-7ºC and air temperatures by 1-2ºC, showing that
trees have a great and probably increasing role to play in keeping people comfortable in cities. Of
course, the effect depends on the depth of the shade. In the small plot experiments conducted as
part of this study, the denser canopy of the limes (a common urban tree in the U.K.) seemed to
reduce globe temperatures by slightly more than the more permeable shade of the pine (rare in
urban areas). One would expect faster-growing pioneer trees such as birch and willow to cast less
dense shade than climax species such as lime and beech (Horn, 1971) but little research has been
carried out on the shade cast by different trees in urban areas. Further research is needed to
compare the shading effectiveness of different tree species and trees of different ages and sizes.

2.4.4 Concluding remarks

In conclusion our results show that grass can help reduce the urban heat island in ways that can be
predicted using simple meteorological models, such as Gill’s (2006), while tree shading offers large
local cooling benefits. Both are likely to become increasingly important under current climate
change predictions. These results are likely to be transferable to other northern latitude temperate
cities where drought is not a problem.

In order to build upon the conclusions of this study, a subsequent study (Chapter 3) was conducted
over the summer of 2011 comparing the relative shading benefits of different tree species. As
already highlighted, trees can dramatically reduce surface temperatures and can improve human
comfort by creating cool oases in which people can shade from the sun. However, in order to
maximise these cooling benefits, individual tree species and their morphological features need to be
investigated to asses if there are specific features that provide a greater cooling benefit. It may be
that certain tree species provide a greater cooling benefit due to their canopy size and shape, or,
there may be particular morphological features that produce a greater cooling effect. Investigations
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into various tree species and their morphological features will allow trees to be selected specifically
to maximise their cooling potential..
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3.1

Introduction

Trees provide two major benefits to the urban climate. First, like other forms of vegetation, they
provide cooling through evapotranspiration. The leaves intercept sunlight and much of its energy is
used not to heat the surface, but to evaporate water. As a consequence the leaves and the
surrounding air are cooled compared to areas covered with built surfaces (Pauleit and Duhme,
2000; Leuzinger et al., 2010) . Leaf temperatures can be around 11-30°C cooler (Pauleit and
Duhme, 2000; Leuzinger et al., 2010) than surrounding built surfaces, but the effects on air
temperature tend to be small; parks are only 1°C cooler on average (Bowler et al., 2010) than the
surrounding areas because warm air is readily advected into them. A better way of quantifying the
cooling benefits of vegetation is to measure the rate of evapotranspiration, which in trees is best
performed by measuring weight loss (Miller, 1980; Kjelgren and Montague, 1998), using porometry
(Rahman et al., 2011), or in recent years by using sap flow gauges (Pataki et al., 2011; Peters et
al., 2011).

The second benefit of trees is that because of their elevated and extensive canopies they also
provide shade beneath them. This reduces radiation below the tree with this effect maximised in
summer when trees are in leaf and solar radiation can be reduced by up to 90% in tree shade
(Heisler, 1986). This is important for two reasons. The first reason is that tree shade helps to cool
people down, because it is the radiation flow between a person and the surrounding local
environment, not convective transfer, that most affects a person’s perceived or physiologically
equivalent temperature (PET) (Matzarakis et al., 2007). As a result, a person in shade feels cooler
than a person in sun (Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). Measuring PET accurately is a complex
procedure as it is affected by several factors, including the surface temperature of surrounding
areas, air temperature and wind speed. However, it has been found that globe temperatures give a
good indication of the mean radiation balance of a person (Thorsson et al., 2007), so measuring
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globe temperature in and out of tree shade can give a good indication of how it affects human
comfort. Chapter 2 (Figure 2.5) has shown that constant tree shade can reduce globe temperatures
by 5-7°C in the summer in Manchester, U.K.

The second major benefit of tree shade is that it can reduce the amount of heat gained by the
surface in shade, furthering the cooling effect that trees provide. Many studies have shown that
shaded areas of built surface can be much cooler than those in the sun, (Akbari et al., 1997; Scott
et al., 1999; Akbari et al., 2001; Streiling and Matzarakis, 2003; Wong et al., 2003), though the
effect is somewhat smaller than the completely dense shade cast by buildings. Again, in Chapter 2
it was found that in Manchester U.K. concrete surfaces shaded permanently by a bank of trees can
be cooled by up to 20°C (Figure 2.3) in the summer. Shaded built surfaces can be almost as cool
as surfaces covered by evapotranspiring grass (Chapter 2; Figure 2.3), and trees have the
advantage that their canopy can provide shade over a much greater surface area than the canopy
area, because of the inclination of the sun.

Street trees should be particularly effective at providing cooling benefits, because per unit canopy
area they have a smaller footprint than grass swards, while their canopy should be able to influence
a much wider area, but the effectiveness of different species is likely to differ. Heisler (1986) found
that maples reduced radiation below the canopy more than other tree species, as they had the
largest leaves and intercepted the greatest amount of solar radiation. However, surprisingly little
work has been done to compare the amount and depth of shade cast by individual street tree
species and their likely effects on the cooling of people and surfaces below them.

A wide range of species are grown in cities across Central and North-West Europe, but the
European tree survey has shown that three to five genera account for 50-70% of all street trees
planted (Pauleit, 2003). In England, U.K., a survey of urban street trees showed that six species
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account for 37% of all trees and shrubs planted within cities (Britt and Johnston, 2008). The main
six species were leyland cypress (xCuprocyparis leylandii), hawthorn (Crataegus spp.), sycamore
(Acer pseudoplatanus), silver birch (Betula pendula), common ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and privet
(Ligustrum spp.). However, increasingly, smaller tree species are being planted as street trees, as
they fit better into narrow pavements and are easier to manage (Britt and Johnston, 2008).
Particularly common genera are members of the family Rosaceae, namely Pyrus, Prunus,
Crateagus, Malus and Sorbus. Therefore, understanding the shading effects of these small tree
species is critical in maximising the climatic benefits of street trees.

This study was designed to compare the shading benefits of five commonly planted street trees in
Manchester U.K. The size and canopy shape of trees of each species were compared to determine
the extent of the shade they provided, and the leaf area index of trees and the air, globe and
surface temperatures in the sun and shade beneath them were compared to determine the depth of
the shade and shading benefits they provided. The study was carried out in conjunction with a study
by Rahman et al. (2012), which investigated the growth rates, health and physiology of the trees,
and so determined the amount of transpirational cooling they provided. The aim was that together
these two studies would give a broad comparison of the climatic benefits of the five species, and
give an indication about what factors make for a good street tree. This study was conducted in
Manchester U.K. because data was available about the growth rate of Pyrus calleryana (Rahman et
al., 2011) and the effects of permanent deep tree shade (Chapter 2) in Manchester with which we
could compare our results.
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3.2

Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Location and selection of sample trees

Investigations into the benefit of urban street trees were conducted on five tree species in six
residential locations within Southern Manchester, UK. These trees were sampled twice over the
summer of 2011 between 11:30 (BST) and 16:30 (BST) on clear warm days. Because of the large
sample size and the poor summer weather conditions, sampling could not be carried out over a
th
rd
single day. Therefore the trees were measured over two periods on the 25 of May and the 3 June
th
th
th
(henceforth referred to as May) and again on the 14 , 15 and 25 July (henceforth referred to as

July). In total, 51 trees were examined of which, twelve were Crataegus laevigata, ten Sorbus
arnoldiana, ten Prunus umineko, ten Pyrus calleryana and nine Malus rudolph. The trees were
distributed over six locations: twenty three at Manley Road (53°26’49”N, 2°15’39”W), eleven at
Cringle Road (53°26’10”N, 2°10’53”W), eight at Victoria Road (53°27’05”N, 2°15’33”W), three at
Granville Avenue (53°26’50”N, 2°15’55”W), five at Thorncliffe Grove (53°26’36”N, 2°10’51”W) and
one at Beech Range (53°26’37”N, 2°11’49”W). Selection of these trees was based upon the trees
being of equal age, equal growing time at their planting positions and the initial planting sizes being
similar. The trees sampled had been planted in 2005-06 at an age of 4-5 years and all were
between 3.25 metres and 3.5 meters in height. All the trees were planted in the same rooting
2

conditions with each tree in a small (1.5m ) open tree pit located along the kerb edge of the
pavement. All trees were planted a minimum of two metres away from any buildings, were seven to
ten metres apart from each other, were free of damage, dieback and visible disease and were in
areas that were free from shadow from dawn till 16:30 BST.
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3.2.2 Morphological measurements

At each of the sample trees, a standard set of morphological measurements were taken. Tree
canopy spread and bole height were measured using a standard tape measure. East and West
canopy spread was particularly important, as this would have the greatest effect upon shade width
during the sample period when the sun was South of the sample trees. Total tree height was
measured using a Suunto Clinometer, and total canopy height and area were calculated from these
measurements. Leaf area index (LAI) was recorded using an AccuPAR model LP-80 PAR/LAI
Ceptometer (Decagon Devices, WA).

3.2.3 Shade area analysis

In order to assess the impact of each tree upon the local environment, it was first necessary to
calculate the amount of shade it produced. It was not possible to directly measure this, due to time
constraints and because the busy roads restricted access. Therefore, the area of shade was
calculated using the morphological measurements.

Total shade area produced by each of the sample trees was calculated using Monteith and
Unsworth’s (1990) equation for shade area produce by an ellipsoidal canopy, using the angle of the
sun at each sample time.
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Where a is the vertical canopy radius, b is the horizontal canopy radius and β is the angle of the sun
to the horizontal. Sun angle was determined for each tree by calculating the degrees of movement
of the sun per minute from the time of sun rise (0°) to the time of solar noon and the sun angle at
this time (Date and Time 1995-2012). The sampling time was recorded for each tree and by
calculating the time from sunrise the sun angle could be determined. During the sample periods in
May the sun angle was 57.4° - 58.7° and in July 56.2° - 58.2°.

To assess if the shape of the canopy had any effect upon the shade area produced or the
temperatures below the canopy, aspect ratio (ar) was also calculated from the morphological results
using the formula

where a is the vertical canopy radius, b is the horizontal canopy radius.

3.2.4 Air temperature

At each of the sample trees, two air temperature readings were taken at a height of 1.1 metres
using a Digitron 2084T platinum resistance thermometer with a PT100 air probe and radiation
shield attached. The first reading was taken five metres east of the centre of the shade cast by the
tree canopy, ensuring that the air temperature probe was at least two metres away from the edge of
the shade area. The second reading was taken with the temperature probe located within the centre
of the tree shade. Both readings had an acclimation period of two minutes before the reading was
taken, increasing the accuracy of the result.
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3.2.5 Globe temperatures

At each of the tree sample locations, two globe temperature readings were taken at a height of
®

1.1m using a HOBO U30 datalogger with two globe thermometers attached. The globe
thermometers were constructed following the design of Thorsson et al. (2007) and comprised a
hollow 38mm matt grey acrylic sphere with a 12-bit temperature smart sensor fixed at the centre.
One globe thermometer was placed five metres east of the centre of the shade cast by the tree
canopy, ensuring that the globe thermometer was at least two metres away from the edge of the
shade area. The second globe thermometer was placed so that the globe thermometer was within
the centre of the tree shade along the line between the centre of the tree canopy and the centre of
the ground shade area. Both sensors were allowed an acclimation period of five minutes before
starting a five minute period in which temperature readings were taken every five seconds. The
readings were averaged over the five minute period to give a mean globe temperature to improve
the accuracy of the result as suggested by Thorsson et al. (2007).

3.2.6 Surface temperature readings

At each of the tree sample locations, two surface temperature readings were taken using a Fluke
572 infrared thermometer. The first reading was taken five metres east of the centre of the shade
cast by the tree canopy, ensuring that the surface temperature was taken at least two metres away
from the edge of the shade area and that the area had never been in shade. The second reading
was taken close to the western edge (trailing edge) of the tree canopy shade area to ensure that
the surface had had as much time in shade as possible. Care was taken to ensure that the sample
surface type was the same as the surface taken in full sun and any asphalt where repairs that had
been made was avoided to ensure there was no difference in the sampled surface type. As no
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acclimatization period was necessary, surface readings were recorded within thirty seconds of each
other.

3.2.7 Analysis

One way ANOVA was used to assess whether there were significant differences between the tree
species in their morphological characteristics and the area of shade they produced. The LAI was
subjected to two way ANOVA to additionally determine whether it was affected by the sample
period. Air, globe and surface temperatures in sun and shade were first tested using two-way
ANOVA to investigate if tree shading and sample period had a significant effect upon the
temperatures. If shade had a significant effect upon the temperatures then the size of the effects
produced by the different tree species were compared using one way ANOVA with Tukey posthoc
tests.

The relationships between the morphological features of trees and their effects of temperatures
were also investigated using correlation analysis. All tests were conducted using SPSS V16
software and differences between groups were considered significant at p<0.05.
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3.3

Results

3.3.1 Morphology results

The five species had quite different overall morphology, (Figure 3.1a,b,c,d), one way ANOVA
showing significant differences between the species in canopy height (F 4, 46 = 6.280 p= <0.005),
east and west canopy spread (F4, 46 = 8.311 p=<0.005) and canopy area (F4, 46 =6.994 p=<0.005)
(Figure 3.1a,b,c). Post hoc analysis shows that of all the species P. umineko had the tallest but
narrowest canopy. In contrast, M. rudolph has the shortest but widest canopy. Because the tallest
trees also tended to be the narrowest, there were also significant differences in aspect ratio (F4, 46=
24.910, p=<0.005), post hoc analysis showing that C. laevigata and M. rudolph were significantly
less elliptical than S. arnoldiana, P. calleryana and P. umineko (Figure 3.1d).
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Figure 3.1- The mean and standard error of the canopy height (a), east/west canopy spread
(b), canopy area (c) and aspect ratio (d) of five street tree species: C. laevigata (n=12), S.
arnoldiana (n=10), P. umineko (n=10), P. calleryana (n=10), and M. rudolph (n=9) during both
May and July.

3.3.2 Leaf area index

There were species differences in LAI (Figure 3.2). Two-way ANOVA analysis showed that there
were significant differences between species [F4, 92 =7.48; P= < 0.001] but not between the sample
dates. Post hoc analysis showed that C. Laevigata had a significantly higher LAI than M. Rudolph
and both C. laevigata and P. calleryana had significantly higher LAI than S. arnoldiana and P.
umineko
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Figure 3.2 - The mean and standard error of the LAI of five different street tree species in
Manchester, U.K., in May and July, 2011: C. laevigata (n=12), S. arnoldiana (n=10), P.
umineko (n=10), P. calleryana (n=10), and M. rudolph (n=9).
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3.3.3 Shade area

The shade area cast by each species was not significantly different for either May (F4,46 =1.584,
p=0.195) or July (F4,46 =1.366, p=0.260) (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 - The mean and standard error of the shade area produced in May and July 2011
by five different tree species in Manchester, U.K. C. laevigata (n=12), S. arnoldiana (n=10), P.
umineko (n=10), P. calleryana (n=10), and M. rudolph (n=9).
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3.3.4 Air temperatures

Mean air temperature was 22.1°C (StD±4.3) in sun and 22.1°C (StD ±4.3) in tree shade in May and
21.9°C (StD ±1.2) in sun and 22.0°C (StD ±1.2) in shade during July. One way ANOVA showed that
there were no significant differences between sun and shade temperatures either in May (F1,100
=0.000, P=0.987) or July (F1,100 =0.104, P= 0.748). As shade had no effect upon the air temperature
no further analysis of this measurement was carried out.

3.3.5 Globe temperatures

The mean globe temperatures were 27.7°C (StD ±4.8) in sun and 23.9 (StD ±3.9) in shade in May
and 28.3°C (StD ±1.9) in sun and 23.7°C (StD ±1.1) in shade during July, reductions of 3.8°C and
4.6°C due to shade respectively. One way ANOVA showed that in both May (F1,100 =19.315, P=
<0.005) and July (F1,100 =227.887, P= <0.005) these differences were significant.

The temperature reductions due to shading by the five tree species are shown in Figure 3.4. One
way ANOVA showed that it was only during May (Figure 3.4a) that a significant difference between
the species (F4,46 =2.613, P=0.047) could be found, Tukey post-hoc analysis showing that C.
laevigata reduced globe temperatures significantly more than P. umineko., However during July no
difference between the species was found.
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Figure 3.4 - The mean reduction and standard error of globe temperature in tree shade
during May (a) and July (b) in Manchester, U.K., below five different street tree species: C.
laevigata (n=12), S. arnoldiana (n=10), P. umineko (n=10), P. calleryana (n=10), and M.
rudolph (n=9).

3.3.6 Surface temperatures

The mean surface temperatures were 40.1°C (StD ±6.6) in sun and 27.3°C (StD ±4.5) in shade in
May and 39.2°C (StD ±4.4) in sun and 27.2°C (StD ±3.38) in shade in July, reductions of 12.8°C
and 12.0°C due to shade respectively. One way ANOVA showed that in both May (F1,100 =129.440,
P= <0.005) and July (F1,100 =239.583, P= <0.005) these differences were significant.

The temperature reductions due to shading by the five tree species are shown in Figure 3.5. One
way ANOVA showed that there were significant differences between the species for both May (F4,46
=3.959, P= 0.008) and July (F4,46 =136.779, P=,0.005). Post-Hoc analysis showed that during May,
C. laevigata reduced surface temperature significantly more than S. arnoldiana while in July, C.
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laevigata and P. calleryana both reduced the surface temperatures significantly more than P.
umineko, S. arnoldiana and M. Rudolph (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 - The mean reduction and standard error of surface temperature in tree shade
during May (a) and July (b) in Manchester, U.K., below five different street tree species: C.
laevigata (n=12), S. arnoldiana (n=10), P. umineko (n=10), P. calleryana (n=10), and M.
rudolph (n=9).

3.3.7 Relationship between morphology and air, globe and surface
temperatures

The morphology of individual trees also affected their effectiveness at reducing air, globe and
surface temperatures. Canopy height, E/W canopy spread, aspect ratio and canopy area had no
effect upon air temperatures reduction in either May or July (Table 3.1). There was a significant
positive correlation between canopy area and globe temperature reduction in May (rs(49)= 0.351, P=
0.012) but not in July (rs(49)= 0.260, P=0.066). Only LAI correlated positively with globe temperature
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reduction in both May (rs(49)= 0.606, P=<0.005) and July (rs(49)= 0.679, P=<0.005) (Table 3). All other
morphological features had no impact upon globe temperatures (Table 3.1).

Positive correlations between surface temperature reductions and E/W canopy spread (rs(49)= 0.358,
P= 0.010) and canopy area (rs(49)= 0.421, P= <0.005) were found in May, but in July E/W canopy
spread (rs(49)= -0.006, P=0.969) and canopy area (r s(49)= 0.000, P= 0.999) did not have a significant
effect. Trees with a wider E/W canopy spread and greater canopy area reduced the surface
temperature the most during May. There was also a significant negative correlation between aspect
ratio and surface temperature in May (rs(49)= -0.313 p= 0.025) but not July (rs(49)= 0.045 P=0.745).
Trees with more elliptical canopies reduced surface temperatures less than the trees with more
circular canopies in May. Only LAI had a significant positive correlation with surface temperature
reduction in both May (rs(49)= 0.735, P= <0.005) and July (rs(49)= 0.549, p=<0.005). Trees with higher
LAI reduced surface temperatures by a greater amount than those with lower values. All other
morphological feature had no impact upon surface temperatures (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 - Correlation coefficients between morphological measurements of trees and the
effects of their shade on air, globe and surface temperatures in May and July. Significant
relationships at the <0.05 level are in bold font.
Canopy height

E/W canopy
spread

Canopy area

Aspect ratio

LAI

May
July

r

Sig.

r

Sig.

r

Sig.

r

Sig.

r

Sig.

Air Temperature

-0.079

0.583

0.039

0.785

0.063

0.659

0.071

0.622

0.197

0.167

Globe Temperature

0.003

0.984

0.262

0.063

0.351

0.012

-0.226

0.111

0.606

<0.005

Surface Temperature

0.020

0.888

0.358

0.010

0.421

0.002

-0.294

0.036

0.735

<0.005

Air Temperature

-0.011

0.939

0.299

0.056

0.268

0.057

-0.188

0.187

0.193

0.176

Globe Temperature

0.100

0.487

0.199

0.161

0.260

0.066

-0.067

0.641

0.679

<0.005

Surface Temperature

0.144

0.313

-0.006

0.969

0.000

0.999

0.085

0.554

0.549

<0.005
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3.4

Discussion

3.4.1 Tree morphology and shade
The sampled tree species showed significant differences in their canopy size and shape, but these
differences did not result in significant differences between the shade areas produced by the tree
canopies. This was no doubt because the taller trees, such as P. umineko had narrower canopies,
while the shorter trees, such as C. laevigata and M. rudolph had wider canopies. This difference in
shape is quantified by the widely differing aspect ratios of the canopies of the five species, which
ranged from 1.5 to 2.5. The tree species with most elliptical canopies, and hence higher aspect
ratios, cast more shade relative to their canopy area because of the inclination of the sun. Shade
areas cast were around 43% greater than canopy area for S. arnoldiana, P. calleryana and P.
umineko, but only around 24% greater for C. laevigata and M. Rudolph (see Figure 3.1c and Figure
3.3). Therefore the effect of canopy diameter and height cancelled each other out, at least at
midday in the summer. It is likely, however, that in the morning and evening, and earlier and later in
the year when the sun is at a lower angle, the taller, thinner trees would cast greater shade than the
shorter, wider ones. It is clear, therefore, that the area of shade cast by street trees is much larger
than their canopy areas, and this will be particularly true for tall, thin trees and when the sun is at a
lower angle.

3.4.2 Air temperatures

Unlike the many other studies reviewed by Bowler et al. (2010), tree shade did not have a
significant impact upon the local air temperatures below the tree canopies. This is probably
because the tree canopies were relatively small and the air was not perfectly still; warm air would
have readily been advected into the area of shade beneath the trees’ canopy.
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3.4.3 Globe temperatures

Globe temperatures were significantly affected by tree shade in both May and July with
temperatures reduced by on average around 4°C in the tree shade. Perhaps surprisingly, only in
May were there any discernable differences between the species, especially considering that there
was significant difference in LAI between species. In May the LAI of C. Laevigata was significantly
higher than that of S. arnoldiana, P. umineko and M. rudolph and considerably, though not
significantly, different from P. calleryana (Figure 3.2) and so reduced solar radiation more in its
shade than the other species. Once in July, S. Arnoldiana, P. Umineko, P. Calleryana and M.
Rudoph all showed a higher LAI result while the LAI of C. Laevigata decreased and the differences
between the LAI of the species was reduced and the difference in cooling between the species was
also lost.

The reductions in globe temperature found in this investigation, ranging from 3.8°C to 5°C, were
somewhat lower than the maximum reductions of 5-7°C previously found for areas in permanent
tree shade (Chapter 2). This is probably because of two reasons. First, the weather in this survey
was not as good as the best weather recorded in the earlier study, with mean air temperatures
somewhat lower. Second, the large trees and banks of trees in the earlier study probably cast
denser shade. Nevertheless, the mean 4°C temperature reduction is large and would be particularly
important to human comfort as it represents the reduction of perceived heat a person would feel in
tree shade. The temperatures recorded by the globe thermometers used are a result of both the
total radiation received and emitted and the atmospheric conditions, which gives a combined
temperature that can approximate how a person perceives the temperature (Thorsson et al., 2007).
Globe temperatures are therefore very similar to the physiological equivalent temperature (PET)
which is used to assess human comfort in a specific area (Matzarakis et al., 1999). Determining
PET is a complex process, however. It involves measuring received radiation in three planes, as
well as the air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and cloud cover. These are then all
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inputted into a computer and PET calculated using modelling software such as Rayman (Matzarakis
et al., 2007). Matzarakis (1999) investigated comfort levels at various PET levels and found that
people were most comfortable between 18 - 23°C, with slight heat stress beginning above this level
and increasing as PET increased further. In this survey, the trees reduced globe temperatures from
around 28°C to values below 24°C, to values almost within the comfort level of Matzarakis et al.
(1999) and below the 24.5°C discomfort level for air temperature suggested by Wilson et al. (2008).
The tree shade would be enough to produce cool “refuge” areas on hot days.

3.4.4 Surface temperatures

Tree shade reduced surface temperatures by on average by around 12°C and there were
significant differences between the species. During May, C. laevigata again showed the greatest
temperature reduction benefit and in July C. laevigata and P. calleryana had a greater effect in
reducing the surface temperature than the other sample tree species. This is probably related to the
high LAI of these species (Figure 3.2), which consequently would produce denser shade, reducing
the incident solar radiation on the surface. The increase in cooling in July by P. calleryana in the
same way probably occurred because its canopy became denser in July.

The correlation analysis went on to show that trees with a higher LAI provide greater surface
cooling than trees with a low LAI, though leaf placement may also have an effect. Planting trees
with a higher LAI should contribute more to this aspect of the reduction of the urban heat island.

Once again, the reductions in surface temperature, around 12°C, caused by these small street
trees, was smaller than the maximum temperature reductions caused by permanent tree shading of
around 20°C in Chapter 2. The difference is probably partly due to the lighter shade these small
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trees cast, but another important effect is that the trees only cast shade on a specific surface point
for a period of 1-2 hours. In particular, tall, slender trees will cast shade for a particularly short time,
so it was no surprise that temperature reductions were negatively correlated with canopy aspect
ratio, at least in May.

3.5

Concluding remarks

The results of this study have shown that, though the shade cast by street trees is not large enough
to cause local reductions in air temperature, it can have significant meteorological benefits. First, it
reduces globe temperatures significantly, so it can create “refuge” areas for people on hot days.
Second, it can also reduce surface temperatures, which will help reduce storage of heat in hard
surfaces and so have a regional effect in reducing the urban heat island. The areas of shade that
street trees provide are also much greater than their actual canopy area - by 24-43%, even at
midday - so their influence, unlike that of areas of grass, extends outside their canopy. Though we
did not find any difference in the area of shade cast between the species, we did find that species
with a higher LAI such as C. laevigata and P. calleryana do reduce surface temperatures more,
probably because they cast a denser shade. Trees with a lower aspect ratio also reduce surface
temperatures more because they shade a specific point on the ground for longer.

However, the shade benefits of street trees are only a part of their overall benefit for the urban
climates; evapotranspiration from the trees also directly cools the air, and so should have a further
effect in reducing the urban heat island. A companion study conducted on the same trees used in
this paper (Rahman et al., 2012) has compared their growth and physiology. This has shown that
the trees with a higher LAI, C. laevigata and P. calleryana, also have significantly higher
evapotranspiration. A previous study (Rahman et al., 2011) furthermore showed that P. calleryana
grown in urban soils grew twice as fast and evapotranspired at five times the rate of ones grown in
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conventional soil pits. It seems likely that they would have also provided much greater shade
cooling. It seems that the optimal street tree has a dense canopy to intercept and use as much
sunlight as possible, and should grow quickly. It must be remembered, though, that species must
also be chosen so that they are capable coping with the harsh growing conditions found in urban
areas, which are only likely to get worse with future climate change.
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4.1

Introduction

The process of urbanization greatly alters the hydrology of an area, reducing the amount of
infiltration into the soil and increasing the speed at which water travels over the surface, thus
significantly increasing both surface water runoff and peak discharge rates (Leopold, 1968;
Douglas, 1983; Sanders, 1986; Asadian and Weiler, 2009). The remedy applied by engineers has
typically been to increase the number of sewers and drainage channels (Douglas, 1983; Sanders,
1986), which is both costly and disruptive. Increasingly, sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) are
being used to increase the level of drainage for an urban area, while minimizing the pollution risk
from these water drainage systems (Ellis et al., 2002 ; Abbott and Comino-Mateos, 2003; O'Sullivan
et al., 2011). SuDS utilize various methods to control water pollution and movement, but primarily
these systems are based around the use of permeable hard surfaces and the increased use of
vegetation to reduce runoff. The use of urban greenspace, in particular urban forests, is therefore
increasingly being identified as a tool to reduce runoff and so mitigate the negative effects of
urbanization upon the hydrology of urban areas (Bartens et al., 2008).

The effect of trees upon surface water runoff has been extensively studied in both forests and
agricultural areas. For instance Ellis et al. (2006) demonstrated that tree belts can reduce runoff
from an agricultural grassed slope by 32% - 68% in a one in ten year storm event (49mm/hour for
30minutes) and by 100% in a one in two year storm (48mm/h for 13minutes) event. Joffre and
Rambal (1993) showed that trees planted on grassland slopes increased water storage beneath
their canopy, again reducing erosion and surface water runoff. These studies highlighted the
important role that tree roots perform in increasing infiltration in the root and surface soil zones in
agricultural areas, so reducing surface runoff.
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Studies conducted in larger areas of forest showed the same benefits of runoff reduction through
infiltration. The catchment-wide approach used by the US Soil Conservation Service (NRCS, 2004)
and by Whitford et al. (2001), showed a runoff coefficient of only 0.20 for a 12mm rainfall event on a
moderately to well drained forest. This demonstrates how little runoff from can occur from forests
under heavy rainfall. Simulations by Brooks et al. (1994), investigating the consequence of tree
removal in forested areas, found that deforestation would greatly alter the response of areas to
rainfall. Slopes that were forested would delay the response to rainfall by as much as 11 minutes
and reduce the discharge rate to only 16% of the rainfall rate (Brooks et al., 1994). Slopes that had
recently been forested would respond in seconds and only reduce discharge rates to 92% that of
rainfall, reaching peak discharge rates within 3 minutes (Brooks et al., 1994).

As well as increasing infiltration rates, trees also reduce overland flow by intercepting rainfall. Tree
canopies intercept and store water on their leaves and stems during rainfall events and this water is
subsequently evaporated. In forested areas, interception loss can be as much as 20%-75% of the
total evapotranspirational loss (Gash and Stewart, 1977; McNaughton and Jarvis, 1983;
Shuttleworth, 1988). However, the gross interception rate varies greatly with species, tree size,
planting density and previous canopy wetness, resulting in a large spread of gross interception
values.

These studies highlight the value of trees in reducing surface water runoff in rural areas. Transfer of
this knowledge to the urban environment, where runoff is becoming an increasingly important issue,
can be difficult as the conditions differ dramatically. Most obviously, the benefit of the increased
infiltration in woodland will be greatly reduced in cities because the roads and pavements, above
which many urban trees grow, have sealed surfaces which increase the overall surface runoff.
(Douglas, 1983; Pauleit and Duhme, 2000). Surfaces such as asphalt respond quickly to rainfall
and can shed 90% of received rainfall to drain (Pauleit and Duhme, 2000), pushing the limits of
drainage systems in heavy rainfall events. This heightens the importance of greenspaces, such as
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parks, in which trees grow above swards of grass, where runoff coefficients as low as 26% have
been recorded (Sanders, 1986). As the benefit of increased infiltration provided by trees can be
reduced by surface sealing, an increased emphasis has been placed upon the benefit of rainfall
interception by tree canopies. Many studies have shown that significant amounts of rainwater can
be held and evaporated from tree canopies, reducing and delaying the response of an area to
rainfall events. Guevara-Escobar et al. (2007) and Asadian and Weiler (2009) investigated the
canopies of Ficus benjamina and Thuja plicata respectively and found that single tree canopies
could intercept 59.5% - 60.9% of rainfall. These figures seem high in comparison to those of Xiao et
al. (2000) and David et al. (2006), who looked at Pyrus calleryana and Quercus ilex respectively,
placing interception loss from individual trees at 15% and 21.7%. Interception of smaller trees can
be even lower; Aston (1979) found that the canopy of six different eucalypt species (Eucalyptus
2
cinerea) of 9.8m retained only 1 kg of water before saturation was reached, a water depth of only

0.1 mm. Much of the variation between these results can be attributed to the different tree species,
temperatures, wind speeds and relative humidity during each study. All these studies agree,
however, that interception loss can alter dramatically between rainfall events; greater rainfall
intensity and longer rainfall durations both reduce the effectiveness of rainfall interception (Xiao et
al., 2000; David et al., 2006; Guevara-Escobar et al., 2007; Asadian and Weiler, 2009).

Though the results of total interception loss are variable between species, size and general climate
conditions, these studies have allowed the construction of computer models to assess the impact of
tree cover over large urbanized areas. By separating urbanized areas into various morphology
types, computer models can be used to assess the response of small areas of particular land use
types to varying rainfall events. Combining these smaller areas, a picture of a whole city’s response
to rainfall events can then be calculated. Using these techniques, various studies have assessed
the impact on runoff of increased or decreased tree cover in urban areas. Sanders (1986) modelled
the removal of 22% tree cover from Dayton, Ohio, which resulted in an increase in runoff of 7%;
conversely, increasing tree cover by 27% only decreased runoff by 4%. These results are in close
agreement with those of Lormand (1988; Cited by Xiao et al., 1998) who found that an increase of
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25% tree cover only reduced runoff by 4% for a small arid watershed in Arizona. Gill et al. (2007)
investigated the potential runoff reduction produced by trees in Manchester, UK, under predicted
future climate change rainfall events. They found that in a 28 mm event, an increase of 10% tree
cover in high density residential areas could reduce surface runoff by 5.7%. Though the results from
these studies seem to indicate that tree cover has only a small effect upon surface runoff, most
models primarily use the results of interception studies to generate the final runoff reduction values.
This method does not take into account the impact that the open tree pits may be having upon
urban infiltration. While infiltration will undoubtedly play less of a role than in rural areas, much
surface water may still flow into the permeable area around the tree base rather than the drains.
Tree pits may therefore further reduce surface water runoff, draining water which fell outside the
tree canopy as well as through it. Thus any study comparing the effectiveness of trees and grass in
reducing runoff should measure the actual amount of water that runs off into drains, rather than that
which strikes the ground beneath the canopy. In this study, therefore, we constructed plots with
three typical urban surfaces: an area of asphalt, an area of asphalt with a tree planted centrally; and
an area of turf grass, and examined the runoff of rainfall from them into drains situated at their
corners. This should better reflect the impact that surface type and standard tree plantings can have
upon the watershed of urban areas.
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4.2

Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Test plot locations and construction requirements

Investigations about how surface type and tree cover affects surface water runoff in urban areas
were conducted at five sites in Manchester, UK, from January to September 2011. The sites were
located 1-2 km South of Manchester city centre along the Oxford Road corridor. In total, nine
experimental plots were set up, four at Whitworth Park (53°27´36.7 ″N, 2°13′53.2″W), two at
Manchester Science Park (53°27′38″N, 2°14′10.2″W) with the remaining three constructed at The
Academy High School (53°27′36.5″N, 2°14′04.1″W), the University of Manchester Dilworth Street
car park (53°27′45.8″N, 2°13′54.29″W) and All Saints Park (53°28′13.16″N, 2°14′18.33″W). Open
sites were chosen so that rainfall would not be obstructed by existing tree cover and so each site
had enough space to allow easy construction of the experimental plots, which was performed in
October and November 2009. Supply issues delayed tree planting in the spring months of 2010 and
it was decided not to plant the trees during the summer months of 2010 as this could stress the
trees due to under watering. The trees were finally planted in September 2010 and the study
continued until autumn when leaf fall caused drainage problems, requiring the project to be ended.
Due to time constraints the study could not be continued after this point.

4.2.2 Experimental plot design

The experimental plots at each site were identical in construction and were composed of three
individual 3 m x 3 m plots. One plot’s area was surfaced with asphalt, one with grass, and one with
asphalt with a 1 m x 1 m tree pit in the centre, planted with a field maple (Acer campestre). The
asphalt plots were surfaced with cold set asphalt and sealed with Star Uretech EC 1000 sealant to
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replicate surfaces such as roads, pavements and building which all have extremely low infiltration
rates. The grass plots were turfed with an amenity grassland mix and mown regularly to replicate
the parks and gardens found in urban centres. Asphalt in the tree plots were sealed in the same
way as the asphalt plots, and the surface of the soil within the open tree pit was 30mm lower than
the asphalt surface and topped with a woodchip layer, to bring it level with the asphalt. The trees
were planted in existing site soils, which varied from soil containing a high proportion of building
rubble (the Academy and Dilworth Street) to loams with a high organic matter content (Whitworth
and All Saints parks and Manchester Science Park). Acer campestre was selected as this species
is also commonly used in urban plantings and all trees used for this study were of similar age (7-9
years); their crown diameter, (1.5 - 2.3 m) height (4.7 - 5.1 m) and LAI (0.93 – 1.40) was sampled at
the time of planting (Table 4.1). This planting method replicated the planting methods commonly
used in pavement plantings across suburban areas of Manchester. The individual surfaces were
constructed adjacent to each other, and each surface was surrounded by edging stones that
protruded a minimum of 30mm above the surface, to contain the rainfall captured by the individual
plots (Figure 4.1). It is important to note that the tree and the tree pit in which it was planted are
considered a single unit in this study. Reference to the “tree plot” indicates the inclusion of the
asphalt surround; reference to the tree and associated tree pit, excluding the asphalt surround, will
hence forth be referred to as the “tree unit(s)”; the “tree(s)” or the “tree pit(s)” solely will be referred
to in these terms.
Table 4.1 – Canopy spread, tree height and LAI of the sample tree at the time of planting.

Canopy Spread Canopy Spread Canopy Spread Canopy Spread
Tree Height (cm)
North (cm)
East (cm)
South (cm)
West (cm)
All Saints Park
88
83
64
90
477
Dilworth Street Car Park
99
106
102
95
483
Manchester Academy
121
123
104
96
483
Manchester Science Part East
84
107
74
90
480
Manchester Science Part West
95
122
106
109
506
Whitworth Path North East
105
93
133
89
486
Whitworth Park North West
90
113
120
94
497
Whitworth Park South East
103
96
100
109
490
Whitworh Park South West
129
98
137
103
501
Tree Plot Location

LAI
1.02
1.00
1.40
1.27
1.30
1.03
0.93
1.13
1.11
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Figure 4.1 - Diagram of one of nine test plots used to measure surface water runoff at 5 sites
in Manchester, UK. Individual surface plots differed in the order of the areas along the plot.

In order to mimic a gently sloping urban area, while collecting all the surface runoff, each of the
individual surface plots was constructed with a 1:40 gradient sloping towards surface drains located
in one corner. Surface drains then directed the collected water into tipping bucket flow gauges.
These flow gauges were designed specifically for this study and were calibrated to tip every 100 ml
(Figure 4.2). The number of tips was manually recorded daily between 12:00 BST and 14:00 BST
from the Whitworth Park and Manchester Science Park sites using Hengstler 6 digit non resettable
magnetic counters. This allowed the total runoff for each 24 hour period to be calculated. The
®
®
remaining sites utilized HOBO UA-003-64 Pendant Event Loggers and a HOBO H21-001

Weather Station Logger, with pulse input adaptors connected to allow continuous measurement of
runoff, allowing both the instantaneous runoff rate and the timing of runoff events to be calculated.
The depth of the daily runoff could then be calculated by dividing the volume of daily runoff by the
area of the plot.
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Figure 4.2 - Tipping bucket used in this study to record runoff from the experiment plots.
This particular tipping bucket is of the manual recording system and the counter can be
seen on the left of the in feed pipe.

4.2.3

Meteorological data

The experimental site at The Academy High School was also selected to collect rainfall and air
temperature measurements as this site was the most secure of the nine test plots. Rainfall data was
®

2

collect via a HOBO RG3 Data Logging Rain Gauge with a 186 cm collecting dish and calibrated to
tip every 5ml. Total daily rainfall, rainfall rate and rainfall event timings were all recorded. Air
®
temperature was also recorded every five minutes using a HOBO H21-001 Weather Station

Logger throughout the course of the experiment.
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4.2.4 Effect of plot type on volume of daily runoff

To investigate the daily surface water runoff from each plot, the data was filtered, first removing
days when no rainfall had occurred or days where results had not been taken. The days were then
th

divided into two groups, one while the trees were out of leaf (winter), and one after bud burst (5
st

April to the 21 April) had occurred (summer). Next the daily runoff was calculated by dividing the
volume of water captured by the surface area of each plot. Graphs of daily surface water runoff (in
mm) against daily rainfall were produced for each surface type in both summer and winter. The
relationships were highly linear with daily runoff directly proportional to daily rainfall amounts.
Regression analysis was carried out on the filtered data, forcing the lines of best fit through zero
and the mean and standard deviation of the runoff coefficients for each type of plot were calculated
in both winter and summer.

4.2.5 Effect of plot type on timing of runoff

Rainfall data was examined for rainfall events that started suddenly and had a high initial heavy
rainfall rate (>0.5mm/per hour). Eighteen such events were chosen: twelve in summer and six in
winter. The timing of the start of these events, recorded by the rain gauge, was then compared with
the start of the data logged runoff at the Manchester Science Park and Dilworth Street car park data
logged sites. The difference in time between the first detection of rainfall from the rain gauge and
the first detection of runoff from each plot (defined as the time of the first tip of the gauges) was
then calculated and a mean and standard deviation of the time delay was produced for each
surface in both winter and summer.

Rainfall data was also examined for prolonged rainfall events of a minimum of 4 hours. For the
duration of these rainfall events the flow rates of the asphalt and tree plots were averaged every 10
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minutes. The patterns shown by these runoff rates were then compared to assess if the tree units
delayed the response of runoff to increased and decreased rainfall intensities.
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4.3

Results

Generally weather conditions across NW England throughout the experimental period were below
average for rainfall and temperatures. During Winter (Dec 2010 –Feb 2011) temperatures were
1.7°C cooler than the average and rainfall was 80% of average levels. Spring (March – May 2011)
was 1.7°C warmer than average temperatures at this time of year, with only 77% of average rainfall,
April being a particularly dry month. Summer (Jun – Aug 2011) was 0.5°C cooler than average with
108% of average rainfall (METOFFICE, 2011).

4.3.1 Effect of plot type on volume of daily runoff

Regression analysis showed significant relationships between total rainfall and total surface water
runoff for each surface and showed a close fit between the data and the regression line, with a
2
mean r value of 0.720 for grass plots, 0.897 for tree plots and 0.882 for asphalt plots. The slope of

the regression line was equal to the runoff coefficient of each plot in winter and summer. The mean
runoff coefficients of the different types of plot in different seasons are shown in Figure 4.3. It can
be seen that asphalt surfaces had the highest runoff coefficients in both summer and winter
conditions. The mean runoff from these plots was 62% of the total rainfall in winter and 53% of total
rainfall in summer. The runoff from tree plots was only 26% of the total rainfall in winter and 20% in
summer conditions, so the tree units reduced runoff from asphalt in winter and summer by 58% and
62% respectively. Grass had the lowest runoff of all the surfaces tested, capturing almost all rainfall,
resulting in a mean runoff of less than 1% of total rainfall. A two way ANOVA of the data confirmed
that there was a significant difference between the surfaces (F2,48=103.132, P =<0.005); however,
the season did not have a significant effect (F2,48= 2.384, P= 0.129).
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Figure 4.3 - The effect of surface type and season on the runoff coefficients for the asphalt
(n=9), tree (n=9) and grass (n=9) experimental plots. The mean and standard deviation of
each surface type is shown.

4.3.2 Effect of plot type on timing of runoff
The mean time delay between the start of recorded rainfall and the start of recorded runoff from the
different types of plot in the different seasons are shown in Figure 4.4. It can be seen that in winter
asphalt responded most rapidly to rainfall events, with the first runoff detected an average of 10
minutes before the tree plots. In summer the first runoff was also detected earlier from asphalt, but
an average of only 4 minutes before tree plots. Runoff was detected from the test plots before the
rainfall was detected because the tipping bucket rain gauges at the experimental plots required a
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smaller depth of rain to produce a tip (around 0.01 mm of rain) than is required by the HOBO® RG3
rain gauge (around 0.26mm of rain).

Figure 4.4 - The time difference and standard deviation between the first detection of rainfall
by the rain gauge and the first detection of surface water runoff from the asphalt plots (n=3)
and the grass plots (n=3) during summer and winter.

Once rainfall had commenced and runoff had begun, there seemed to be no difference in the
response time of the asphalt and tree plots to the increases and decreases of rainfall intensity.
Though the runoff rate was lower on the tree plots than the asphalts plots both rose and fell
simultaneously throughout the rainfall events, a typical plot of which is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 - Rainfall and surface water runoff fluctuations from the All Saints Park plot for the
rainfall event occurring on the 12/06/2011. Tree plots have the lowest runoff rate but both
asphalt and tree plots increase in runoff intensity in line with rainfall intensity fluctuations.
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4.4

4.4.1

Discussion

Daily runoff volumes

Of the surfaces tested, grass performed the best at reducing surface water runoff: reducing runoff
by 99% compared with asphalt. The reduction was because the grass allowed water to infiltrate into
the soil, removing it before it reached the drains. These results suggest that increasing the amount
of grassland in urban areas would greatly help reduce the risk of urban flooding. However, it should
be noted that these plots were located in areas with permeable soils, were newly laid and had no
footfall. Areas with more compacted, less permeable soils slow infiltration and may result in higher
levels of runoff (NRCS, 2004).

In contrast, asphalt had the highest runoff of all the surfaces tested. However, even though runoff
from these surfaces was high, asphalt surfaces did not transfer all captured rainfall to drain. In
winter and summer respectively, only 61% and 52% of the total rainfall was directed to drain. The
reduction in rainfall capture could be attributed to water evaporating from the asphalt surface and
from capturing water in small puddles on the asphalt surface. Evaporation could account for the
difference between the winter and summer runoff, as warmer conditions in summer would increase
the surface temperature of the asphalt and thus increase the evaporation rate.

Though the tree plots were almost entirely surfaced with asphalt, they showed a large reduction in
runoff compared to the solely asphalt plots. The tree units reduced the runoff by around 60%. There
was a surprisingly small (and indeed non-significant) difference between the summer and winter
rainfall events, in direct contradiction to the studies of Guevara-Escobar et al. (2007) and Asadain
and Weiler (2009) which showed that interception by the leaves in summer should reduce the
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amount of through fall by a much greater extent resulting in a greater difference between the
seasons. However, the tree canopy area over our plots was only small, covering an average of only
36.4% of the plot. As a result the rainfall interception by the tree is likely to have had only a small
effect upon the runoff total. A large proportion of the runoff reduction must have been due to
infiltration into the tree pit. This would explain why there was no significant seasonal difference
despite the increased leaf cover during summer.

4.4.2 Surface types effect upon timing of rainfall events

Grass was the only surface to show any delay between the start of a rainfall event and surface
water runoff. The huge delay - from a matter of one hour response time to never responding at all was almost certainly due to the long time it would take for the low runoff from grass to fill the
buckets.

In contrast to the grass plots, both the asphalt and tree plots seemed to respond to rain before
rainfall started. This is because the tipping bucket rain gauges at the experimental plots required a
®
smaller depth of rain to produce a tip (around 0.01 mm of rain) than is required by the HOBO RG3

rain gauge (around 0.26mm of rain). The asphalt plots responded quicker than the tree plots,
because their higher runoff would fill the tipping buckets quicker. The results from this study indicate
that the urban tree units used in this study do not significantly delay surface water runoff, though
further research using other tree species of differing ages is required to confirm these results.

Evidence for the lack of a delay between rainfall and runoff was further given by the simultaneous
records of rainfall and runoff. As Figure 4.5 shows, as the rainfall intensity increased and decreased
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the runoff rates increased and decreased accordingly. There is no apparently delay, and the runoff
from both the asphalt and tree plots increased and decreased with rainfall intensity.

4.5

Concluding remarks

The findings of this research suggest that urban tree units can greatly reduce surface water runoff.
The reduction of surface water runoff is not solely due to interception by the canopy but also by the
presence of the tree pit into which much of the rainfall drains. This effect therefore, extends beyond
the edges of the canopy and, though grass may almost totally eliminate runoff from its area due to
infiltration, trees may actually reduce runoff more in comparison to their canopy crown area. Work
by Bartens et al. (2008) has shown that structural soils could improve the infiltration properties of
tree pits thus furthering their potential to reduce urban water runoff. Additionally, structural soils
promote stronger tree growth resulting in increased transpiration that will have the additional benefit
of increased cooling by urban trees (Rahman et al., 2011).

What is still unclear is the extent to which the interception and infiltration benefit of trees can be
2
maximised. In this study the runoff area was small (9 m ) and the soil beneath the tree pits would

have had to absorb relatively small amounts of surface water. However, for larger areas the soil
could become saturated, putting the tree at risk of waterlogging. A method needs to be developed
in which large impervious surfaces can be sloped towards tree pits shedding enough water to
alleviate pressure upon the drainages system, while not waterlogging the tree. Future research
should also investigate how much water soils beneath sealed surfaces can absorb without putting
the tree at risk. However, even in the absence of this research, this study has shown that urban
trees can contribute significantly to reducing surface water runoff and may be of much more value
than computer models have predicted.
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5.1

Introduction

Chapter 1 outlined the issues and hazards associated with large scale urban areas. It was identified
that the removal of vegetation and its replacement by engineered surfaces was the main
contributing factor to the urban heat island (Chapter 1, sub-sections 1.3 & 1.4) and the increase in
surface water runoff from an urban area (Chapter 1 sub-section 1.8). The subsequent chapters
investigated the role that trees and amenity grasslands can play in reducing the urban heat island
and improving human comfort (Chapters 2 and 3) and reducing surface water runoff (Chapter 4).
This final chapter will draw together these investigations and summarise the main findings. An
evaluation of the research will then be made considering how well the aims set out in Chapter 1
have been met, and a critique of the methods used in this study will be made. From this, an
assessment of the contribution of this work to research knowledge can be made and
recommendations for further research will be made in order to continue the progression of this field
of research. The final section will conclude this chapter and the thesis as a whole.

5.2

Summary of findings

The urban forest is increasingly being recognised as a vital tool in overcoming some of the negative
conditions found in the urban environment. This project aimed to contribute to this knowledge by
investigating the impact of amenity grassland and trees upon the thermal conditions and surface
water runoff in the urban environment. Investigations into the use of grass and trees was prompted
by a previous studies (Sanders, 1986; Jauregui, 1990/91; Barradas, 1991; Dwyer et al., 1992;
Spronken-Smith and Oke, 1998; Pauleit and Duhme, 2000; Xiao et al., 2000; Nikolopoulou et al.,
2001; Joel et al., 2002; Dimoudi and Nikolopoulou, 2003; Akbari, 2005; David et al., 2006; Ellis et
al., 2006; Georgi and Zafiriadis, 2006; Gill, 2006; Nicol et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2007; Handley et
al., 2007) and by previous mathematical modelling of the effect of green space upon the climate of
urban areas (Pauleit and Duhme, 2000; Whitford et al., 2001; Gill, 2006). Particular attention was
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given to the work conducted by Gill (2006) in the urban landscape of Manchester, U.K, which
utilised computer models to investigate the effectiveness of increasing greenspace cover as a
possible climate change mitigation technique. This work indicated that an increase of 10%
greenspace cover could climate proof Manchester, U.K. until the year 2080 and reduce surface
water runoff in a high density urban area by 5.7%. However, Gill (2006) highlighted the fact that
certain aspects of greenspace had not been studied in detail and that the difference between
grassland and trees had not been considered. This study aimed to separate these individual
aspects of greenspaces to better understand the impact that these elements were having upon
urban temperatures and surface water runoff. To these aims, the project has been successful in
identifying some of the key areas of greenspace that need to be maximised in order to create the
greatest benefit from greenspace.

5.2.1 Air temperatures

Previous studies have investigated the cooling benefit of vegetation by studying areas of
greenspace, such as parks (Jauregui, 1990/91; Barradas, 1991; Spronken-Smith and Oke, 1998;
Upmanis et al., 1998; Potchter et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2007; Jansson et al., 2007; Bowler et al.,
2010; Hamada and Ohta, 2010), and by investigating the climate conditions below the canopy of
trees (Souch and Souch, 1993; Scott et al., 1999). These studies have largely used air
temperatures to assess the temperature reduction benefit of greenspace and while these studies
have shown differences, the average reduction is small. Parks are on average only 0.95°C cooler
than the surrounding areas (Bowler et al., 2010), while the temperature reductions below trees of
0.1°C – 1.0°C are also very small (Souch and Souch, 1993; Scott et al., 1999). The studies
conducted in this thesis have also shown small air temperature reductions between larger areas of
greenspaces, such as parks, and the surrounding urban areas. However, air temperatures were
unaffected by the presence of individual trees (Chapter 3; sub-section 3.3.4) and only in parks,
where there is a large number of mature trees, was there any observable effects upon air
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temperatures (Chapter 2; Figure 2.7a). This is may seem surprising, but as these single tree
surveys were being conducted at a small scale, air was readily advected into the areas below the
tree canopies and this has undoubtedly affected the temperature results. As many previous studies
have used air temperatures (Jauregui, 1990/91; Barradas, 1991; Spronken-Smith and Oke, 1998;
Upmanis et al., 1998; Potchter et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2007; Jansson et al., 2007; Hamada and
Ohta, 2010), it is likely that the benefit of small areas of greenspaces, and especially trees, has
been underestimated. Instead, globe temperatures and surface temperatures are far more likely to
produce a better understanding of the importance of small greenspaces and trees in urban cooling.

5.2.2 Trees and surface temperature reduction

The results of our surveys have shown that grass can be up to 24°C cooler than built surfaces
(Chapter 2; Figure 2.3) during hot sunny days and it is this lower surface temperature that is
instrumental in lowering park air temperatures (Jauregui, 1990/91; Barradas, 1991; Spronken-Smith
and Oke, 1998; Upmanis et al., 1998; Potchter et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2007; Jansson et al.,
2007; Bowler et al., 2010; Hamada and Ohta, 2010) as less heat is available for convective heating
of the air. The temperature of grass surfaces in this study are in close agreement with the work of
Gill (2006) whose model predicted that maximum grass temperatures would be 25°C cooler than
those of built surfaces on hot days. One surprising finding unearthed by this study, however, is that
smaller grass areas showed greater cooling than larger grass areas within parks (Chapter 2; Figure
2.3 and 2.7). This suggests that rather than creating a single large green area, it may be of greater
benefit to create many small green areas, as the warmer air advected into these small areas will
increase evapotranspiration, providing a greater amount of additional cooling. It has already been
highlighted, however, that grass is not always a suitable medium to use in the urban environment
as there is a requirement for hard-wearing surfaces to support the activities found in the urban
environment, and it is in the high density areas where trees are particularly important.
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Trees reduce the air and surface temperatures through evapotranspiration, elevated solar reflection
and shading of the surface below their canopy. Research has shown that trees may provide higher
evapotranspiration than the equivalent area of grass (Shashua-Bar et al., 2009; Rahman et al.,
2011) and this will cool the air around and below the canopy, improving the thermal conditions
during high temperature periods. However, the focus of this study examined the effects that trees
have upon the thermal conditions as a result of surface cooling, and trees have performed
exceptionally well in this area. Although even in full sun grass surfaces remain cooler than built
surfaces (Chapter 2; Figure 2.3), grass in tree shade has an even lower temperature with the grass
surface being reduced by a further 3°C than in full sun (Chapter 2; Figure 2.3). This combined grass
and shade condition will further the cooling found in parks and will again contribute to the cool park
island effect. However, it is the surface reduction of engineered surfaces in shade that offer an even
greater benefit. Engineered surfaces such, as asphalt, can be up to 25°C cooler in tree shade than
in sun (Chapter 2; Figure 2.3) as a result of the reduced amount of solar radiation received. This
reduction in surface temperature is not limited to just the areas directly under the canopy of the tree
but extends beyond the edges of the canopy, due to the angle of the sun, and thus the area
affected by tree shade is greater than the canopy size (Chapter 3; Figure 3.1c & Figure 3.3). As the
increased size affects a greater area than the canopy, the work by Gill (2006) may actually
underestimate the cooling potential of trees and an increase in 10% tree cover may actually offer a
greater benefit than predicted.

Another finding of this study, is that the cooling shade benefit of trees differs between species
(Chapter 3; Figure 3.5), so by selecting and planting trees with denser canopies reductions in
surface temperature may be enhanced further. Since denser canopies will reduce surface
temperature the most (Chapter 3; sub-section 3.4.4), then large mature trees offer the greatest
shading benefit as their canopy is likely to produce a denser shade due to the increase number of
leaf layers. However, this study has shown that the shade produced by small trees is also effective
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in reducing the surface temperature (Chapter 3; Figure 3.5) but the smaller canopy only reduces the
temperature of a small area (Chapter 3; Figure 3.3), and thus they are likely to be less effective than
large mature trees. Even in large trees there may be differences in the cooling efficiency as a result
of their individual species canopy shape. While tree shape had little effect in this study (Chapter 3;
sub-section 3.3.7), as trees grow and mature then their canopy size and shape is likely to affect
their cooling effectiveness and as much care must be given to selecting the right tree in this regard,
as in, selecting trees with denser canopies. Planting regimes must also be carefully considered to
maximise the amount of shade produced. An individual small tree canopy produces approximately
1.2 – 1.4 times more shade that its canopy area (Chapter 3; sub-section 3.4.1). However, when
trees are planted in groups, the shade produced by each tree overlaps that of other trees and while
the total area of shade produced may be larger, the efficiency of each tree is reduced as each tree
produces less shade per unit canopy area.

5.2.3 Trees and the improvement of human comfort

Reduced solar radiation below the tree canopy is also important for the comfort of people in the
urban environment (Matzarakis et al., 2007). Both grass and tree leaves absorb a large proportion
of the received radiation which is used to evaporate water in the leaf (Oke, 1978) and the remaining
radiation is either transmitted through the leaves or reflected (Brown and Gillespie, 1995). The
reflected radiation from a tree canopy is emitted high up and is less likely to be received by a
person; however, radiation reflected from grass at ground level may be received by a person,
increasing their energy uptake. This research has shown that above grass, globe temperatures
were often slightly higher than those above asphalt (Chapter 2; Figure 2.5) and this is likely a result
of the greater received short wave radiation levels. Potentially, while grass will reduce the surface
temperatures in an area (Chapter 2; Figure 2.3), a person stood above the grass may feel no more
thermally comfortable than they would above hard engineered surfaces that have a higher
temperature than grass (Chapter 2; sub-section 2.4.2). Like surface temperatures, it is the reduction
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of solar radiation in shade that is responsible for the improvement of a person’s thermal balance.
This study looked at the ability of trees to improve human comfort, using globe thermometers to
replicate a person’s temperature, and reductions of up to 7°C were observed in tree shade (Chapter
2; Figure 2.5). This has highlighted the importance of trees as during heat waves tree shade will
allow people to shelter from direct solar radiation and improve their thermal satisfaction. During the
afternoon, when the sun reaches its zenith, shade from buildings and other structures will be
directed downward through the structure resulting in a minimal amount of shade being produced.
Trees, due to their relatively small trunk and extensive elevated canopies, will produce shade
throughout the day and even during the peak daylight hours this shade will still be accessible by
people. These oasis areas will allow people to regulate their thermal balance and reduce their heat
stress during high temperatures when the risk of heat-related illness can be increased.

5.2.4 Summary of the thermal benefits of trees

The important role that both grass and trees can play in reducing surface and globe temperatures
has been shown in this study (Chapter 2; Chapter 3). Surface cooling is maximised when trees and
grass are planted together (Chapter 2; Figure 2.3) but this is not always possible where harder
surfaces are required. In these instances trees alone can provide surface cooling (Chapter 3; Figure
3.5) and also improve human comfort by creating cool oases for people to shelter in (Chapter 3;
Figure 3.4). The use of trees is extremely practical in these areas as they require very little ground
area but produce extensive canopies, provided a greater cooling benefit than the equivalent
planting area of grass. The model used by Gill (2006) showed close agreement with the surface
temperatures of green areas but, as highlighted by Gill (2006), the shade produce by trees was not
considered. This study has shown that the surface cooling effect of tree shade extends beyond the
canopy and thus their benefit is likely underestimated by Gill (2006). It has been identified
throughout this research that trees are a key part of green infrastructure and their ability to survive
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in harsh urban conditions make them an ideal tool in overcoming the problems associated with the
urban heat island.

5.2.5 Urban surface water runoff reduction by trees

Further to their thermal benefits, trees and grass were also investigated for their role in reducing
urban surface water runoff (Chapter 4). The surfacing of former vegetated areas has increased the
water shed by urbanised areas (Paul and Meyer, 2008) and this can poses a significant hazard as
drainage systems can become overwhelmed and areas can become flooded. This flooding can
result in damage to an area that is costly and time consuming to repair. The results of this study
have shown that in the small grassed surface test plots, surface water runoff was almost totally
eliminated (Chapter 4; Figure 4.3), as the grass allowed a high amount infiltration. However, grass
surfaces in high density areas of a city would become unsuitable during rainfall events and over
time the surface would become compacted, reducing its infiltration capacity and so reducing its
effectiveness. It is in these high density areas, where grass is unsuitable, that trees can be an
important tool in reducing surface water runoff.

Current work investigating the role of trees in reducing surface water runoff often focuses upon the
interception capacity of trees (Aston, 1979; Xiao et al., 2000; David et al., 2006; Guevara-Escobar
et al., 2007; Asadian and Weiler, 2009). These studies have shown considerable variation in their
results with many showing only a small interception value during heavy rainfall (Aston, 1979; Xiao et
al., 2000; David et al., 2006). These values are often used in computer models to predict the
reduction of surface water runoff by trees and as a result their impact has been thought to be small.
In the computer modelling study of Manchester, U.K., Gill (2006) found that a 10% increase of tree
cover would only reduce surface water runoff by 5.7% for a 28mm rainfall event in a high density
area. However, the study performed in this thesis did not solely look at the interception value of
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trees, but instead carried out field experiments that included the pit in which the tree was planted
and found a much greater reduction on surface water runoff than previously estimated. Compared
to the test asphalt area, trees and their planting pit could reduce runoff by as much as 60%,
dramatically reducing the runoff from the small test plot areas. What was surprising was that during
winter this reduction was maintained, despite the tree losing its leaves, and the tree actually
became more valuable as more water was shed from the asphalt area (Chapter 4; Figure 4.3), most
likely because less water was evaporated in the cold conditions. This runoff reduction could be
even greater if built surfaces were engineered to shed water towards tree units rather than directing
it towards land drains.

This research has shown that trees and grass are both beneficial in reducing temperatures and
surface water runoff in the urban environment. It has also been shown that trees are a particularly
useful tool, due to their suitability for planting in high density areas. The success of their use will
depend up the correct selection of tree species and the correct design and placement of trees to
maximise their individual benefits.

This study has only begun to compare the benefit of particular species for thermal remediation and
surface water reduction and future studies should focus on individual species and specific planting
regimes in order to maximise the potentials of tree plantings. In section 5.5, suggestions of future
research have been made to improve knowledge of the benefits of individual tree species.
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5.3

Evaluation of Research Process

5.3.1 Meeting the research aims

This research presented in this thesis aimed to investigate the role of trees and grassland in
reducing urban temperatures, improving human comfort and reducing surface water runoff. The role
that vegetation plays in reducing urban temperatures and improving human comfort was
investigated in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, and the role of vegetation in reducing urban surface water
runoff was investigated in Chapter 4. Chapter 2 specifically monitored the air, surface and globe
temperatures in small test plots and in a large park to assess which surface performed the best at
cooling the urban environment. Clear distinctions were made between the surface types, and while
grass had the lowest surface temperature (Chapter 2; Figure 2.3), and thus would have the greatest
impact upon overall cooling, it was highlighted that this may not actually be the best way to improve
human comfort. The impact of tree shade upon globe temperature showed that trees not only play a
role in reducing urban surface temperatures, but they are actually a vital tool in improving human
comfort in the outdoor urban environment (Chapter 2; Figure 2.5 & Chapter 3; Figure 3.4).

Chapter 3 built further upon the results of Chapter 2. The methods employed were adapted from
those used in Chapter 2 in order to conduct a mobile study, allowing several trees species to be
investigated. The results of this study not only confirmed the results of Chapter 2, but particular
trees were identified as having a greater impact upon surface temperatures (Chapter 3; Figure 3.5).
Investigations into the morphological feature of these trees showed that a high leaf area index was
the most influential feature in reducing surface temperatures (Chapter 3; sub-section 3.3.7) and this
knowledge can now be applied to other species to improve the cooling benefit afforded by tree
shade.
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Together, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 have not only successfully investigated the impact of grass and
trees upon air, surface and globe temperatures in an urban area but the research has begun to
identify ways in which these benefits can be maximised through planting trees that possess specific
morphological features that will reduce surface temperatures to a greater extent.

In Chapter 4, the surface water reduction afforded by grass surfaces and tree units was
investigated. Methods that had formerly not been used in the urban environment allowed urban tree
units to be investigated, for the impact they were having upon surface water runoff. This work
differed from previous research, which had only considered the interception value of trees (Aston,
1979; Xiao et al., 2000; David et al., 2006; Guevara-Escobar et al., 2007; Asadian and Weiler,
2009), and showed that the pit in which the tree is planted also plays an important role in reducing
surface water runoff. While grass performed the best of the tested surfaces in reducing runoff, this
study showed that tree plantings also greatly reduce runoff and could be an important tool in areas
where grass is an unsuitable planting medium. This study has provided real data as to the impact of
tree units upon surface water runoff in built areas. This work has successfully investigated the
impact of grass and tree units upon surface water runoff and can now be built upon to improve the
prediction of computer models to assess the impact of tree planting at a larger scale.

5.3.2 Improvement to the methods

Although the methods used were successful in meeting the research aims, further studies could
enhance these results by extending the methods used in this study and by conducting additional
small scale experiments. These could further develop our understanding of the benefit of trees to
human comfort and to regional cooling as a whole.
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5.3.2.1

Improvement to the existing methods

The method employed in this study worked well to investigate the impact of grass and tree shade
upon air, surface and globe temperature in an urban area (Chapter 2 & Chapter 3). However, the
time periods over which these studies were performed were quite short. In particular the
measurements on individual street trees were only made twice, in May to July, and it would be
beneficial to perform measurements at other times of year as well. The time periods over which
monitoring of the experimental grounds and park were made could be extended to provide more
experimental data. While enough individual hot, average and cold summer days were recorded to
complete this study the days either side of this brief period were not examined and further research
is required to investigate the impact of grass and tree in the spring and autumn seasons. The park
temperature study could also have examined more than one parkland area and more surface types
to produce a greater depth of understanding as to temperature reduction afforded by larger more
mature trees.

In the surface water runoff study it was impossible to reliably separate the rainfall interception by the
canopy and the runoff intercepted by the tree pits. Further research should include a further test plot
in which a tree pit, in the centre of an asphalt area, would be left empty. This plot could then be
compared to the test plot that contained a tree unit and a measure of the separate interception of
the tree canopy and tree pit could be ascertained. Alternatively an extra plot could include a tree
planting in which asphalt has been laid right up to the base of the tree trunk. This design would also
allow the canopy interception and tree unit interception to be compared, but this solution is less
favorable as it is more likely to stress the tree, as it will receive a reduced amount of water to its
roots, and the risk of the tree dying would be higher.
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5.3.2.2

Human comfort

The globe thermometers used in this study (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) successfully approximated
the mean radiant temperatures of a person. However, factors such as humidity and wind speed also
affect how comfortable a person feels and globe thermometers do not allow these factors to be
investigated individually. Recent studies into the comfort of people in urban areas have recorded
humidity, wind speed and three dimensional radiation readings, along with air temperatures and
surface temperatures(Nikolopoulou et al., 2001; Matzarakis et al., 2007), to accurately calculate the
physiological equivalent temperature (PET) of a person (Matzarakis et al., 2007) but these methods
are costly and these could not be used in these studies. However, relatively cheap alterations could
be made to the methods employed in this study to improve the accuracy of estimates of PET by
including humidity sensors and windspeed sensors along with a pyranometers, which measure
incoming solar radiation. These additional readings would not produce as accurate results as those
of Matzarakis et al. (2007), but would increase the accuracy of PET estimates and would allow
individual aspects of the environment to be investigated as to the role they play in influencing
human comfort. It must however, be highlighted that according to, Matzarakis et al. (2007) and
Bradshaw (2006), radiation levels are the most important factor in human comfort and the globe
thermometers used in this study do offer a close representation of the physiological equivalent
temperature.

5.3.2.3

Evapotranspirational cooling by trees and grass

This study has focused upon the cooling provided by trees and grass as a result of the way in which
they alter the energy balance of an area. However, the major way in which trees and grass reduce
urban temperatures is by their evapotranspirational cooling, and this was not directly measured;
therefore, comparisons between the evapotranspiration cooling of these two types of vegetation
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could not be made. To get a more complete understanding of the cooling value of trees and
grasses, extra methods would have to be included into the current study, to measure water loss to
assess the cooling effect. Measurements of water loss from trees can be made by using
porometers, as used by Rahman et al. (2012) for the sister study to Chapter 3.

An even better technique is to measure water loss from trees is to use sap flow gauges: sensors
composed of two pins which are inserted one above the other into the trunk. There are many types
of sap flow gauges, but the most commonly used is the Granier gauge in which one pin is heated,
and the temperature of both gauges is monitored. The faster the sap flow the more heat is
dissipated away from the heated gauge and by referencing the unheated probe the sap flow can be
calculated. Cheap alternatives were developed as part of this study, but due to time constraints
these were not used in the studies conducted for this thesis. However, they are currently being
used in a study conducted by Ph.D. student, Asrafur Rahman, investigating the impact of climate
change and urban surface cover types upon tree growth and transpirational cooling.

To instantaneously measure water loss from grasses is more difficult, as they possess neither an
obvious canopy nor a trunk along which water flow can be measured. However, methods to
determine long-term grass evapotranspiration can be developed, though they require test plots to
be built. As part of this study, methods were developed to measure the daily evapotranspirational
loss from grass. Grass was grown in trays (65 x 50 x 12 cm) which were buried into an existing
grass surface and the trays were weighed every 12 to 24 hours in times when there was no rainfall.
The weight loss that occurred was a result of the water loss through evapotranspiration and thus
this could be compared to the water loss of trees. However, due to time constraints and poor
weather during the 2011 field season, this study obtained only restricted results, which were
consequently not conclusive and could not be included in this thesis. The methods developed for
this study are also now being used by Asrafur Rahman, whose study is ongoing.
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5.3.2.4

Tree shade area

In order to measure the area of shade cast by the canopies of street trees, Chapter 3 used
morphological measurements on the crown of trees and Monteith and Unsworth’s (1990) equation
for an elliptical canopy. As the small trees used in this study had quite regular shaped canopies, this
method worked well, but as trees mature their canopies become more irregular in shape, and the
accuracy of this geometrical method would decrease as a result. In order to overcome this
inaccuracy, direct measurement of tree shade could be made from digital photographs, but as yet
software to analyse this has not been developed. As part of this study a technique was developed
in which the shade produced by large mature trees could be assessed.

The method developed required markers, of a known size, to be placed in the tree shade and digital
photographs were then taken from an elevated position. The image was then analysis using GIMP
2.6.11 software where perspective was first corrected for, using the markers, and then from pixel
counts the area of shade could be calculated. This analysis method is very similar to the work of
Matzarakis et al. (2007) which uses pixel counts to calculate the sky view factor in urban areas.
Preliminary results using this method have shown that shorter (13m), wider (13m) trees produce a
greater area of shade at mid day than their canopy area, but that this only equates to a shade area
of 1.35 times unit canopy area. In contrast, taller (25m) narrower (6m) trees produce a shade area
of 3.2 times canopy area. By using this type of research technique alongside the methods used in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 it would be possible to assess the individual benefits of each canopy
shape for reducing urban temperatures
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5.4

Contribution to Research Knowledge

From the outset this work has in part aimed to validate elements of the work conducted by Gill
(2006) in which computer models of Manchester, U.K. predicted that a 10% increase of greenspace
could climate proof the city until the year 2080. This former study has become an important
document in the development of climate change strategies in Manchester and is referenced by
many agencies and councils working to improve green infrastructure in urban areas. As Gill’s
figures are being used as part of the decision making process it was important that they were
verified and built upon to test their reliability. This work has confirmed many of the surface
temperature predictions the model made for surface temperatures of vegetated areas (Chapter 2;
sub-section 2.4.1), but it has also highlighted the fact that the shade trees cast extends beyond the
edge of their canopy and thus they provide a cooling effect over a greater area than their canopy
area. This research has also shown that the surface temperature reduction afforded by trees can
differ between species, and this must be considered in future modelling work.

This work has also contributed to scientific knowledge in regard to the methods employed to
investigate the cooling provided by greenspaces and the reduction of surface water by trees. Many
former studies have used air temperatures to assess the cooling benefit of trees and grass
(Jauregui, 1990/91; Barradas, 1991; Souch and Souch, 1993; Spronken-Smith and Oke, 1998;
Upmanis et al., 1998; Scott et al., 1999; Potchter et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2007; Jansson et al.,
2007; Shashua-Bar et al., 2009; Hamada and Ohta, 2010), but this work has questioned the
reliability of this method and has suggested that surface temperatures and globe temperatures are
a more reliable and accurate way of assessing the temperature reduction made by trees. It has also
highlighted the fact that while grass may have a lower surface temperature, than hard surfaces, it
may have an adverse effect upon human comfort because it reflects more solar radiation. Equally,
this work has questioned the current understanding of the importance of trees in reducing urban
surface water runoff. Many previous studies have investigated the interception of rainfall by tree
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canopies (Aston, 1979; Xiao et al., 2000; David et al., 2006; Guevara-Escobar et al., 2007; Asadian
and Weiler, 2009) but have disregarded the important infiltration value that the presence of tree
plantings can have. This work has not only brought former runoff models into question but it has
highlighted the importance of the tree planting pits and prompts questions as to the best planting
methods to maximise the potential of runoff reduction by trees.

Finally this research has begun to question more complex issues in order to maximise the benefits
of urban trees. It has been shown that specific elements of tree morphology, such as their leaf area
indices, can increase the temperature reductions made by trees. As this work has only begun to
investigate a limited number of tree species it is likely that much further research is needed to fully
determine how trees can be exploited to their maximum potential. Equally, further research is likely
to show that specific planting methods and material will increase the benefit of trees in urban areas.
The requirements of this research are highlighted in the following section.

5.5

Recommendations for further research

This research has demonstrated the effectiveness of both amenity grass and trees in reducing
urban surface temperatures and surface water runoff. Trees in particular have been shown to be
particularly useful in reducing not only surface temperatures but also globe temperatures in urban
areas and also reducing surface water runoff in high density areas where space is at a premium;
however, in order to maximise the benefit of trees in this environment, further research is needed.
So far, this research has looked at the cooling benefit of trees in general with only five individual
species being investigated as to their individual cooling properties (Chapter 2 & Chapter 3). Further
work investigating more species would provide information as to which species will maximise
cooling through shading. Species showing a greater benefit can then be investigated as to which
morphological features have the greatest impact up cooling. This study investigated small street
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trees, as these are increasingly being planted in urban areas, and found that, morphologically, other
than LAI, there was little difference between the tree species (Chapter 3; sub-section 3.3.1).
However, future studies should conduct similar measurements on established mature trees as their
canopy shape and depth will differ significantly and this is will affect the shape and the degree of
shade they produce, which in turn is likely to affect the surface temperatures in tree shade.
Understanding which elements of tree morphology have the greatest impact upon surface
temperature may allow trees to be selected to meet the specific needs of an area to maximise the
cooling benefit.

Climate change predictions for the UK estimate an increase in mean summer temperatures of 3.7°C
by the year 2080 with a decreased level of rainfall during summer (UKCP, 2009). This higher
temperature and lower rainfall will place additional stress upon trees and some species may be
more adaptable to this change than others. Tree species are needed which will be more tolerant of
climate change conditions and will not only continue to provide a shading benefit for longer, but will
also maximise transpirational cooling (see Rahman et al., 2012). This work needs to be expanded
upon to identify species that excel in both respects as these will be more beneficial in urban areas,
particularly in the warmer climate of the future.

Finally, this research has shown the benefit of tree units in reducing surface water runoff. Future
work is required to maximise this effect and there are two key areas that require investigation to
achieve the maximum benefit possible. As suggested in Chapter 4, areas with a high level of
engineered surfaces could be designed so that water would be shed towards tree pits before
reaching the drainage channels. However, this type of engineering poses a threat to the tree of
water logging which could result in the tree dying. Experiments need to be conducted, within the
urban landscape, which measure the amount of infiltration and absorbance of water by tree pits and
the amount of water uptake by a tree. Understanding these values will allow calculated catchment
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areas around the tree to be constructed so that enough water is shed towards the tree, alleviating
the pressures upon drainage, while not posing a significant water logging threat to the tree’s health.

The second area for investigation could use the test plots already constructed for this research. The
use of permeable surfaces is increasing as they offer the potential for water to drain directly through
the surface before reaching drains. This would further the reduction of surface water runoff and
could improve conditions for trees as water availability would increase over a greater area outside
of the tree pit. The test plots used in this research to investigate surface water runoff could easily be
adapted to accommodate various permeable surface types. These surfaces could then be tested for
their potential to reduce surface water runoff, and measurements upon tree growth and
transpiration could assess the impact that these surfaces have upon tree growth. This research
would allow further recommendations to be made as to the best practices in tree planting to ensure
healthy growth while reducing surface water runoff.

The completion of the research proposed above, would not only further our understanding of the
potential of trees to mitigate negative urban conditions, but would have a practical impact as trees
could be planted more effectively, increasing their benefit. The potential of trees to reduce urban
temperatures and surface water runoff will be maximised as the negative conditions that hinder tree
growth and heath are overcome. Planting more sustainable tree species and creating better
hydrological conditions for trees will contribute to healthy tree growth that will maximise the positive
benefits of urban trees.
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5.6

Conclusion

The negative effects of urbanisation have already been demonstrated during heat wave events
when excessive numbers of death have been recorded in urban areas (Kuttler, 2008) and during
periods of heavy rainfall when floods have damaged urban areas resulting in heavy economic
losses. As urban areas begin to expand these problems will be exacerbated and solutions must be
found to mitigate this increased level of environmental pressures upon the urban environment. This
thesis has investigated the role that trees and amenity grasslands can play in aiding the process of
creating sustainable urban areas.

Parks and other green areas within the urban environment play an important role in reducing urban
temperatures and urban surface water. Amenity grasslands maintain lower surface temperatures
than the surrounding built surfaces and reduce runoff by allowing surface water to infiltrate before it
reaches the surface water drains. These areas undoubtedly improve the thermal comfort of people
within the urban environment as air temperatures are lowered (Jauregui, 1990/91; Barradas, 1991;
Spronken-Smith and Oke, 1998; Upmanis et al., 1998; Potchter et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2007;
Jansson et al., 2007; Hamada and Ohta, 2010) and the reduced surface water runoff reduces the
risk of urban flooding. Shade trees further reduce the surface temperature of grass increasing the
cooling effect; however, it is in areas where grass is an unsuitable surface medium that trees show
the greatest benefit.

Trees require very little surface area in which to be planted but their canopies can be extensive and
produce large areas of shade while allowing pedestrians and vehicles to pass below. This allows
trees to be planted directly into engineered materials, reducing the surface temperature to only
slightly above that of grass (Chapter 2; Figure 2.3). As a result the overall temperature of an area
can be reduced as less heat is stored by the surfaces in shade. This shading value also has an
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important role in producing comfortable areas in which people can shelter during periods of high
heat. The shelter provided by trees improves the comfort of an area and reduces the risk of heatrelated illness. Equally, trees planted in tree pits within hard surfaces increase the infiltration value
of areas and can reduce surface water runoff as a result
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